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Weather Guess
KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE: —
Fair, continued warm Satordas;
Sunday local thundershowers,
slightly cooler at night. FULTON D :LEADER. Three Months By Carrier Kr Year By Mall, Ore Ysar 
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"News that is New" The Deily Leader is in its 40th. year .. . . Hes beat. Fulton's Leading Paper all this time. "News that is New"
ESTABLLSHED 1898. Fulton, Kentucky, Saturday Afty ninon. hole 17, 1939. %olunse XL—No. 146.
TIIE
LLSTIINING
POST
• I really don't know whether
this is a case of mental telepathy
or what it is, but the facts speak
for themselves. I only know that
yesterday morning I was nursing
a grouch, brought on and made
stronger by the fact that the day
was as hot as blazes, my head was
aching, and I was dissatisfied with
o lot of things. I wished that
something might come up that
would give me a short trip to some
new place, preferably where I might
not have to drive, and also that
it would not cost too darned much.
For about a Week I had been fight-
ing a cold and had come off second
best almost every day, and in ge-
neral I was low in spirits and mean
in disposition.
• • •
• About the time I had plunged
the depths and was feeling ter-
ribly sorry for myself—and this is
always a bad sign—the telephone
rang. The operator asked if I was
there and I knew it was a long
distance message. Inwardly I
thought that the long distance mes-
sage probably meant something else
to worry about or some new trouble.
• • •
• It was C. B. Dement, fellow
publisher in Union City, and a
gentleman and a scholar. After
exchanging the usual salutations,
which are usually condolences on
the state of business. Dement ask-
ed me what I was doing this af-
ternoon and early tomorrow morn-
ing. "Not a darned thing," I ans-
wered. "Except I planned to do a
lot of worrying about things.'
• • •
• "Well, get on your Sunday
clothes," Dement said. "I am going
to be there after you at 1:30 and
we are going up to Murfreesboro
aitend icineetInr orlhe-Ten-
nessee Press Association, and then
will come back to Nashville and
spend the night, and then get up.
right early Saturday morning,I
while it is still cool, and come back
home." ,
• • •
• I don't have time, and I
should not have gone. But I did
not even take time to think about
the many reasons why I should
not go I took up Dement's offer so
quick thatli think he was surprised.
So, if yesterday's paper never
reached you, and if you did not get
today's paper you may set it down
to the fact that mental telepathy
operated in such a manner as to
cause these things The boys in the
office said they did not need me,
anyway, and I hope they are right.
Anyway, unless something came
up at the last monsent to prevent,
I left the shop right after noon
Friday, and to celebrate this free-
dom, I am making this column
this short As Porky the Pig says.
"This is all folks."
• • •
• On second thought, however.
here is another item that should go
into this column of enlightenment
by all metys. It involves a wrong
Dumber and considerable puzzle-
ment on the part of the old Listen-
ing Post The telephone rang and
I gave the usual answer: "Leader."
An unfamiliar voice spoke briskly.
"How many outs is Eaves?" I
thought the voice said that, but it
failed to make sense to me. I tried
to think it was some joker kidding
me about the baseball game, and
remarked that I did not under-
stand. Again came the same ques-
tion: "Ho* many outs is Eaves "
Again I tried to tell the man that
I did not understand, and then he
asked if this was the roundhouse
That explained the matter and I
knew, in a general way, what he
WAR talking about. But he certainly
had be going for a while. I was
like the deaf man who was intro-
duced to a girl named Dinglefugle.
He tried to understand the name.
and finally said: "Write it out. I
can't hear what you are saying. It
sounds exactly like you say Dingle-
fugle."
WANT ADS PAY aia lilYIDENDS
want to sell or trade, just insert a
Want Ad in The Leader Want Ad
Column and there is your divid-
ends.
Votes Move
Toward New
Relief Rules
Tentative Approval Given To
New W. P. A. Set-Up
By house
Washington, —A solid phalanx
of Republican and Democratic
House votes siodly remade the na-
tion's relief administration tonight
by prescribing a series of new rules
under which WPA must operate.
One regulation requires that buil-
ding projects financed wholly by
the federal government must not
cwit more than $50,000, and that on
projects paid for in part by states
es localities, the government's con-
tribution must not exceed $40,000.
Another limits the cost of materials
to $7 per month per WPA worker.
In addition, tentative approval
was given to an entirely new ad-
ministrative setup for WPA. In-
:.tead of the one-man administra-
tor, the bill would establish a bi-
partisan, three-man board.
Fired After 18 Months
And, conisdereel highly important
t.s, many membersa a provision was
accepted, under which all WPA
wcrkers except heads of families 45
years of age and older, must be dis-
charged after 18 months' service to
make room for the thousands on
the waiting list. Those discharged
would be eligible for reemployment
after 60 days.
This provision, which its authors
privately said was aimed at the
Workers' Alliance and publicly as-
serted was intended to eliminate
WPA "careerists." was bitterly
fought by members of a small bloc.
They denounced it as "vicious and
cruel" and said it would have a
b- $f upon-rellef
workers over 45 years of age."
L C. NEWS
I. D. Holmes and Clarence Pick-
ering were in Memphis, Tennnes-
see last night holding the second
quarterly safety meeting which was
attended by a number of I. C. em-
ployees in the Fulton district.
F. R. Mayes, General Massager,
Chicago, and R. 0. Fisher, As.sis-
tant general manager. Chicago,
were in Fulton last night.
C. P. Carney, Division Engineer,
Paducah, was in Felton last night.
C. H. Cruces Supervisor of Bridge
and Bailding, Water Valley, Miss.,
was in Fulton yesterday.
W. H. Purcell, Supervisor, spent
yesterday in Cairo, Illinois.
BIDS WANTED
The City of Fulton, Kentucky, is
asking for bids to install approxi-
mately 1000 feet Parkway Cable on
White Way system on Fourth
Street, requiring same to be con-
nected and ready for service, con-
crete replaced, cable to be one foot
in ground.
H. H. HUGO,
Chairman Light Committee
CITY of FULTON, KENTUCKY
144-4t.
Suggests Cutting
Public Payrolls A
Billion Dollars
Asbury Park, N. J. — A billion
dollar "operation on the public
payroll" to cut more than one mil-
lion employes from national, state
and local rolls was advocated to-
night by Attorney General Murphy.
In a broadcast to the eastern re-
gi6nal conference of the civil ser-
vice assembly of the United States
and Canada, Murphy declared that
four million government employes
annually get nearly six billion dol-
lars in salaries, making the cost to
the average family $200 a year or
over 13 per cent of its total in-
come.
"I'm sure you will agree with me
that 13 per cent of a family's an-
nual income for the public payroll
is too much. Either family income
should be increased or the public
payroll should be reduced. And at
this moment the most immediately
promising step seems to be an op-
eration on the public payroll," Mur-
phy observed.
The attorney general added . a
"precautionary word," however:
"In saying that our public pay-
rolls should be reduced, I am not
proposing drastic curtailment of
governmental functions and activi-
ties. On the contrary, I am strong-
ly of the opinion that every govern-
mental function—national, state
and local—which is clearly necess-
ary to protect the physical and
mental security of our people
should be continued.
"I do maintain that instead of
four million employes, less than
three million should be plenty; and
instead of a payroll of six billion
dollars per year, less than five bil-
lion should suffice."
The attorney general then called
for an end "to the ancient practice
of passing out aavernativaLs 144114.
%AIWA-or 06041
A large perecentage of public
jobs, Murphy contended, was con-
trolled by machine politics and I
special interest groups. "The oppo-
sition oT these groupit,-- together
with public ignorance of much ofl
the inefficiency, graft .and waste'
resulting from the spoils system,1
has been enough to undermine vir-
tually every substantial effort to
establish and enforce sound per-
sonnel management in our govern-
ment management in our govern-
ment," he said.
Scout News
Troop 44 of the Boy Scouts of
America met June 15 at the scout
cabin with two new members, Bill
Haneline, and Charles R. Bowen
Scoutmaster Jack Edwards was
mesent and there was a short talk
given by him about Scout Camp
Pakentuck. Tests were then pass-
ed as follows; Tenderfoot--Donald
Morris, second clam; firebuilding—
Tolbert Henderson, second cia.s.s;
first aid -Glenn Crawford, second
class; safety and thrift—James R.
Bowden, first class; signaling and
map making —Jack Moore, first
class; signaling, cooking, first aid
and swimming—Harold Mullins.
The meeting was then dismissed.
Scribe 
—Thelwood Wilson.
"Previetv" Flight To Start
Today For Press On Clipper
New York — A great flying boat!
will lift off the water and head for
Europe today with the largest num-
ber of persons aboard ever to Cr0111
the Atlantic in an airplane.
The trip will be a "preview"
flight for press and radio repre-
sentatives a "preview" to regular
passenger service between the old
and new worlds starting 11 days
hence.
The "Atlantic Clipper," a 41 1,4-
ton machine with four motors de-
livering a total of 6,000 horsepower,
will have 30 persons aboard, In-
cluding the crew.
Since May 20 Pan American Air-
ways, the first transport company
in the world to establish regular
commercial airplane service to Eu-
rope, has maintained a "shuttle"
8.
mail service on the route.
Tomorrow's flight will be the
first on which anybody but crew-
men or "official observers" have
been transported
Captain W. D Culbertson, a na-
tive of Ashland My, will be in com-
mand, and under him will work a
crew of 11. The reporters among
them four women and radio rep-
resentatives will send news stories
and broadcasts from the plane en
route.
Taking off between I and 2 p m
1E S. T tomorrow, the clipper will
reach llorta about sunrise Azores
Time, Sunday, stay an hour, and fly
on to Lisbon to spend the night.
Monday it will continue to Mar-
seille, France, eastern terminus of
the run.
Big City Farmers Keep Modern Conference For
Offices In Chicago's "Wall St." 
Imer ToevanictiRnagnkset
Chicago — Tucked away in the
heart of the La Salle street financ-
ial district, a modern business 4-
flee with not a sign of hsyseed on
the floor is headquarters for a club
of big city farmers
I'ts called, simply. the Chicago
Farmers Club. Its 425 mtnebers are
engaged in all manners of busi-
nesses and profesSions in the Loop,
yet they own, colleetively. more than
200.000 acres of farmland, from lit-
tle 20 serest-riots to 5.t100 sere do-
mains.
They got together, beginning in
1935, through a common interest
in the farms they owned. The club
grew but retained a purpose essen-
tially social, providing an informal I
exchange of ideas and problems!
about (arming, with luncheons or ,
dinner meetings at irregular in-
tervals at which farm experts are
invited to speak.
The president, George W. Ros-
setter, runs an accounting business,
but owns 1,300 acres in five farms
in Cook, Lake and Boone counlies.
The secretary. Victor S. Rice. is an
Industrial consultant and invest-
ment man, but he also is a cattle
and hog feeder on 370 acres near
Aurora, Ill.
Rice said the members' average
farm ownership was about 500
acres. They have more than 100,-
000 acres in Illinois, some 30,000 in
Indiana and at least 15,000 in Wis-
consin.
Their holdings include horse
farms in Kentucky, cotton planta-
tions in Mississippi and South
Carolina, fruit farms in Michigan,
rice plantations in Arkansas, cat-
tle and sheep ranches, and other
ifarms in Louisiana, Montana, Ari-
zona, Ohio, North Dakota, Mis-
souri and Iowa.
"We are not hobbyists," Secre-
tary Rice said today. "Every one of
us is trying — not so successfully,
In some instances—but trying, to
make his farm operate in the
black.
"One important reason a lot of
our farms are in the red is that a
lot of us took run-down farms, used
modern methods to make them
good farms but thereby invested
considerable money at first that
won't be returned for some time."
Former Fulton District Meeting
Pastor To Conduct Of American Legion
Meeting Here Tomorrow At Cabin
Dr. M. E. Dodd, pastor of the
First Baptist Church, Shreveport,
La., will conduct a series of evan-
gelistic meetings at the First Bap-
tist Church here *.he first two
weeks of July
Dr. Dodd, who was pastor of the
local church 1904-04 was the foun-
der and first presidett of Dodd Col-
lege and was a to er president of
kiqut,b_ 4, convention.
He was born in Bz 1, Tenn., and
was educated at Trenton. Tenn.,
high school He received his B. A.
degree from Union University,
Jackson. Tenn., in 1904, his.
1909, and LL. D., 1930; D. D., Bay-
lor University, 1918
The church in Shreveport under
Dr. DoddPs pastorate has grove
from 580 to 4,7(4 members, from
gifts of $6,000 annually to an aver-
age of more than 8100,000 and from
a $90,000 buildim, to a half-million
dollar ten story i.,1111ce. all of which
is used solely for church purposes
In 1934 Dr. and Mrs Dodd made
a tour around The world visiting
and preaching throughout Europe,
the Near East, India, China, Ja-
pan, and the Hassalian Islands. Last
year Dr and Mrs. Dodd made an
1S,000 mile airplane tour of Latin
American, circling the entire South
American continent. This is said to
be the first all airplane missionary
tour in the histoiy of the world.
e
POLICE COURT
In Fulton Police Court this
morning one man was tried before
City Judge Lon Adams on a charge
of public drunkenness. He was a
Russian and he was fined $10.00
and costs. The man left a watch as
security.
IMPRISONED AMERICAN
EXILED FROM GERMANY
Berlin — William Bitrdwell Curtis,
Oakland, Calif.. student at the
University Munich, who was im-
prisoned by Nazi police for writing
alleged "slanderous verse" against
the Hitler regime, was released to-
night and ordered out of Germany
immediately:.
CARD OF THANKS
Approximately one hundred men
are expected here tomorrow for the
annual convention of the First Con-
giesslonal District, American Le-
gion, which convenes at the Ame-
rican Legion log cabin tomorrow
afternoon at 1.30 o'clock. Those
attending will be representatives
of the seventeen posts in this dis-
trict.
Thomas Goldsmith, commander
of the Puma) post.,-Is- looting fcir-
ward to a most enthusiastic meet-
ing with the ouLstanding business
being the election of district °M-
eels.
Child Refugee
Plan Backed
Washington. —Mrs. Franklin D
Roosevelt disagreed today with cri-
tics of the German refugee children
program "who feel we already have
enough children of our own to care
for in the United States."
"I know we have children who
need 'care and assistance from all
of us who can give it," she wrote
a questioner in the June Democra-
tic Digest. "but for the most parti
I these children are in homes now,
land it ilk their parents who need the. assistance to enable them to take
'care of their own children."
I The First Lady said she ,believes
,
in allowing refugee children to en-
ter the United States in the way
i proposed in a bill now before Con-
. areas - namely, that a home be
ready to receive each child, pledg-
ed to care for that child during its
education.
I Asked by another reader what
I would have to be at stake before
,I she, as a mother of four sons, vot-
I ea "yes" on a conscription of
youth referendum, the First Lady
said she would vote "yes" on con-
I script ion the moment war was de-
clared.
Members of the Library Board
and Executive Board of the Ful-
ton Woman's Club desire to ex-,
press their appreciation to each
one who helped to make. the cam-
paign for library funds a success.
Especially do they wiah to thank
members of the Advisory Board,
Mr Moore. editor pf the Fulton
Daily Leader, Mr Yewell Harrison,
and members of the High School
Band; members of all committees
Mr Joe Hall, for the fire whisUe;
and each and everyone who contri-
buted. Adv. It.
DISTILLERS' GAIN
TESTED IN FEEDING
Murray, Ky., —A conference on
Professional Relations will be held
at Murray State Teachers College
en Friday, June 30. The purpose of
this conference is to help to make
the teaching profession rank with
the professions of law, medicine,
and other professions of high rank.
The first conference of this kind
ever held in the United States was
held last summer at Peabody Col-
lege, Nashville, Tenn. Thirty such
conferences Will be held
this year from Oregon to the Caro-
linas, and 20 of these conferences
will be held in the south.
Dr. James H. Richmond, presi-
dent of Murray State College will
give the welcome to the meeting
The speakers will be Dr. A. L.
Crabb, of Peabody College, Nash-
ville, Tenn.. Attorney Roy M.
Shelbourne, Paducah, Dr. H. 0.
Reynolds, Paducah, Superintendent
Harper Gatton, Madisonville, Ky.,
Superintendent J. 0. Lewis, Ful-
ton, Ky., and Mr. Walter Jetton,
Paducah.
"Butch" Simon
Is In Montreal
Mel "Butch" Simon, who left
here this week for Newark, New,
Jersy. is now trying out with the l
Montreal Royals, Montreal. Que.,
International League.
Simon went to Newark to join the
Montreal ball club, playing in
Newark.
Allege .4nnapolis
Official .4drited Mid.
di Change Name
Annapolis —Investigation of re-
ports that Midshipman Jay Allen
I Einstein's superiors advised him to
tchange his name to avoid the han-dicap of a Jewish surname was 'or-dered today at the NIIVRI Acade-
my I
The office of Rear Admiral Wil- i
scm Brown, superintendent, made
the bare announcement of the in-
quiry Second Classman Einstein is
at sea on the annual summer cruise,
and the superintendent's office
would not amplify the statement
until the midshipman has been
questioned
Jay Allen Einstein, Sr., Mount Ver-
non, N. Y., mail order merchant,
yesterday told Judge John A. Mc-
Kenna there that his son had been
"informed by his superiors that his
opportunities would be "greatly en-
larged if his name were changed."
The senior Einstein was granted
his petition to change his name to
Eastin Another son, John Jay, 20,
is a cadet at West Point Military
Academy.
Tests made at the Kentucky Agri-
cultural Experiment Station indi-
cate that distillers' corn dried
grains are not so efficient as cot-
tenseed meal, as a protein supple-
as- nt in fattening cattle Yearling
hitters fed corn silage. shelled
corn, wheat straw and cottonseed
meal gained an average of 2.3
yowl& per head daily, compared
le a gain of 1 87 pounds for yearl-
ings receiving the same ration, but
clothiers' corn dried grains instead
el' cottonseed meal
Likewise. yearling steers gained
faster when the protein supple-
ment was cottonseed meal Instead
or distillers' grains Calves sucking
cows which received cottonseed
r•eal seined 2 per cent faster than
d:d Calves on cows fed distillers'
grains. The average gain of cows
in both Iota, however, was almost
Cie same.
JUDGE WEDS FIRST COUPLE
IN 13 YEARS IN OFFICE
Versailles, Ky — After having
served three four-year terms as
Versailles Police Judge and one
year of a fourth term, Judge David
J. Howard today performed his
first marriage ceremony when he
united J T Hampton, garageman,
and Mrs Stella Poor, both of Win-
chester The wedding took place in
Judge Howard's office
Naval Units, t
Planes Aid
In Search
Phenix And Crew Feared
Lost; China Sea Is
Too Deep
Saigon, French Indo-China, —
French naval authorities after a
prolonged search for the submarine
Phenix, lost with 63 men aboard,
announced today there was not a
single trace of the underwater
craft.
The submarine submerged Thurs-
day morning in the China Sea off
the Bay of Cam-Ranh, Indo-China,
and was scheduled to appear here
Friday morning.
The search with all available
naval units and French airplanes
was continued today.
However, virtually all hope of
saving the men was abandoned by
authorities. It was not known whe-
ther life-saving apparatus was
aboard.
The sea where the search was
carried out had a depth of about
100 meters .328 feet).
Paris,- —The 2,000,ton French
submarine Phenix has been missing
since making a routine drive Thurs-
day morning off the coast of Indo-
China with four officers and 59
men aboard, the navy ministry an-
nounced tonight.
The Phenix and its crew were
feared lost The dive was made
ir Cam-Ranh Bay, where the
mountains of Eastern Into-China
drop hard down to the coast, mak-
ing one of the deepest stretches of
water in the China Sea.
The great depth, coupled with
unavailability of proper rescue
equipment and failure to locate
the craft after nearly two full days
ei—sear—e, lett mem Isom; tor res-
cue.
The accident was the fourth in
the swiftest succession of major
tragedies in submarine history.
Only 16 days ago, the British sub-
marine Thetis sank in Liverpool
Bay with a loss of 99 lives; on May
23 the American submarine Sgualus
tank off the New Hampshire coast
with death to 26 and rescue of 33;
and on Feb 2. 81 died in the sink-
ing of the Japanese submarine 1-63
400 miles southwest of Tokyo
Stark Named ,
Naval Chief
By Roosevelt
Washington, —Rear Admiral Har-
old R. Stark was nominated by
President Roosevelt today to be
chief of naval operations with the
rank of admiral. Stark would suc-
ceed Admiral Williams D. Leahy,
who retires soon and who has been
confirmed as Governor of Porto
Rico.
Stark goes to the highest rank-
ing naval post from the Bureau of
Ordnance, which he has headed
since 1934. He is 54 years old and
a native of Wilkes-Barre, Penn, He
graduated from the Naval Acade-
my in 1903
Lie-Detector To Be Used In
Sear,ch. For Baby's Murderer
Clyde. Ohio — Authorities turned
to lie-detector tests today in their
desperate hunt for clews leading
to the slayer of 10-weeks-old Hald-
on "Buster" Fink, found in a near-
by creek 12 hours after being
snatched from his crib.
Earlier hopes that fingerprints
might help in solving the case were
virtually wiped out as experts re-
ported no prints were found on the
knob from the front door of the
home where the child was stolen.
Members of the family had been
fingerptinted voluntarily.
Sheriff N. L. Myei • I ii at least
10 persons would be given the tedo.
including the baby's divorced mo-
ther, Mrs. Velma lister rink 32;
the father, Irvth, 111; grandperents.
Mr. and Mrs. Oran Dater, and oth-
er relatives and persons already
questioned
As Sheriff Myers emerged tram •
lengthly conference with Proeileu-
tor A. L. Hyser last night, he said:
"There might be an arrest by to-
morrow (Friday) night." Question-
ed about developments in the ease,
he added: "The cetti0011 MIMS
bright."
The prosecutor said be was in-.
vestigating a story that UM belly
might have been Welshes Ow an-
other child by the almIsister.
said Dr. I. A. asks', a
Clyde physician, has a
month-old WM.
The link shad was
the area Ikkost..-
alight 11141 the
mother gave Staab
ei Renew your subscribtlen to the Echoel. iChildren's Dart 8:30 P.
in. Fpworth League. 7:45 P. m•Leader today, so you won't miss a
Preaching by the pastor. The Daily
____ 
__  Vacation Bible School at the alle-
tmartar=jr__ ji=ar___Ii=j, r=jr..1t)Frjr=jr=jrzure_uar=3.4_ I thedist church closed Friday vet h
it picnic on the church lawn. One
, hundred and twenty two children
a vere enrolled in the school arid
mere than one hundred will receive
certificates at the graduation ser-
vice tomorrow, Much credit is clue
the faithful teachers who eave
their time and -talents.
Today is the time for you to re-
new your subsoMption to the Leader
4111111111111111MM.
Where's Elmer?!
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KITTY LEAGI'F.RS may miss the
plate now and then—but riot a*:
much as you miss the finer things
of life by not trying our fine food
and delicious cooking.
LAKE STAEET
PAGE TWO
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IllIOET MOORE _  EDITOR and Pel3LIBH1111 ----- 
In Hopiniee coinity. it is esti-
MARTMA MOORE LATE ICID17011 CUMBERLAND PRESBYTER" IAN 
mated that $11,uoo acres of etch bot-
NOLA biAE WEAVER..   IM°LeC'eAN'r EDIEOR CHURCH--E. R. Ladd. Pastor. 0•451tarri land limed be tillab'e d 
New York. --- Sono, feriern ex-
?i,4 S d S hoot John Bowers ieltedned. 
labitors who have complained
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Street, Fulton, Rents:eery. 
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.,13:ili atlbnifst uniteviortiabor requirementsPublished every afternoon eeceet Sulidays end holidays, at 400 Meld 
.
Entered at the Fution. Keetuckyk Peet Office as mall matter of the M. Sermon. 3:00 P. M. 
Monday the l!bureau °ought hybrid corn to time.. New World's Fair es-
SUBe3CRIPT.7.0isi RATES 
Ann McDade. 302 Jackson Street.
One Year by Carrier In City 
' Hot weather is here but do not le.
Six Months by Carrier  te5  milt keep you 
from Church and Swi-
ft Months by Hail, First 2ione 
-WOO day School Come with us and we1 Year by Mail, Ferst Sane,.
One Month  
-WE, will do our best to help you.
  00e
Mail rates beyond eiret se ne. *time ea city carrier rates.
CHURCHES OF CHRIST. SCIEN-
TIST, "Is the Universe, Including
such matter, with a minimum fee of efic. Ties is payable in advance ex- Man. Evolved by Atomatic Force?''
oast for those who have an ate:omit with thc ranee. is the subject of the Lesson-Ser-
mon to be read in Churches of
Christ. Scientist Sunday. Among
the citations which compose the
Lesson-Sermon is the following
from the Bible: "Thine, 0 Lord, is
the greatness, and the powev. and
the elory, and the vietory, and the
majesty: for all that is in the hea-
r 
yen and In the earth is thine;
thine Is the kingdom, 0 Lord, and
thou art exalted as head above
ail." Also includes the following
eteesage from the Christian Science
textbook. "Science and Health with
Rey to the Scriptures" by Mary
Baker Eddy: "Being is •hollinesa,
harmony, immortality. It. is already
leveed that a knowledge of UAL
(yen in small degree. will uplift
the physical and moral standard
ut mortals, will Increase longevity,
will purify and elevate character.
Thus progress will finally destroy
all error, and bring immortality to
led."
They are saying in London that l in the event of war.
the visit of King George to Wash.. If the visit of George and Eliza-
iegton was a great success because , beth served to make the dictators
showed the dictators that ate little more cautious, we have no
deep bond of friendship exists be- i cause for alarm. If the possibility
twee the United States and Great of war can be lessened by matters
Britain that may result in an unit- so Inconsequential as a trip, a test
front of the two countries in the teas and receptions, and cheering
event of war. The meeting of the crowds, we should be thankful rae
British monarch with the President ther than critical.
of the United States is being cult- As fa c as the basic issues are con-
pared to the meetings of Mussolini
earned': they have nct been changed
and Hitler. 
one way or the ether. Mnybe it ana
And the strange part about it la goes to show that the little things
that the dictators are apparently count more than the big Lutes. The
willing to accept this interpreta- Crannies of nations may be dipped
tion of a emrely social event. News by the drop of a handkerchief, as
of the royal visit in the controlled
press of both Germany and Italy
%as scanty and the tone was one
of ridicule.
we all know. Napoleon was unable
lc conquer England because the
-I NAZARENE CHURCH, W. H. Jar-wind would not blow at the right
time. Edison became a great iii- tett. Pestor. Sunday school 10 a m.
ventor because a railroad conductor
The dictators did not want their - Preaching 11 0. m. Missionary meet-
si
veoples to knew of the cordial re- 
apped him and destroyed his
'mg 2:30 p: m. Junior service 4:90
hrarin7,. Watt perfected the steam
.ngine because he watched his mo- 
p. m. Youne People's service 7:00ception given the royal couple in
either Canada or the United States.' p. m. Children's Day progrAm 8 p.i ther make tea. .-- s-- - 
. 'Midweek service Wednesday,,The impression they have been at- A
tempting to disseminate is that Ca- 1 Perhaps the charm of Queen Elie 7:45 p. m. Cottage prayer meeting
nada is luke warm toward the mo- I eabeth will be more influential la 7:45 p. m. Mrs. Burrow's home.
ther dominion and that the United' preserving peace than ten thousand Fairview.
States would keep hands off Europe airplanes. Perhaps a handshake
 -----10i between King George and President CHURCH OF CHRIST, Charlee L.
Roosevelt will extinguish four bit- Houser. Minister, Bible Study 9:45
lion dollars in war debt:, In the
Children's Band meets with little latte numbers et two-row demon 'Mute intreenstile that expenses of
strattona.
Stock are le .ng pastur0 on rev
grass In Mai-hell county, where
heavy sofstrines etsee Made in the
lull end strife.
"How to get the ntosi; from rural
eicetriftee.tiori" ea. the eitbeet ef
?three Pendleton 'sounty ianners'
meetings.
epproximatele a 'Milton peunde
of phosphate hrvt, been °ride:eel
for tin in ioil inierovratent in El-
Lott county.
LiMbss the being creep fed el
Anderson county to get them reeve,
for an early h1,2h market.
Wet 'Weather has inereaeeti Wart
elvtalaa, MIL m Letv15 county they
were checked by prompt attention.
Deld mantes, 4-H !eesone on
hob to neeke preakrast, muffins
was toted on of the most popular
of the year.
F L. Ford. Laure county. sold 19
itunbs welching 1.200 pounds at
$1225 per Met.
edelr candy farmers have not-
'd that With appreciably better
creeks, prole, elready are being
Increased.
FRANKLIN PLAN
MERIT LOAN SYSTEM
FM Franklin Plan Merit Loan System
.tffers available rash credit up to 33,,,
to huOmnd and wife or single person,
ON JUST
YOUR PLAIN NOTE
I .1 Pi' 1.1 •„ 11. any of
U,,' three ways. Every requeet
eives our prompt attention.
1. Telephone us. Tell ust of your
Money needs.
2. Cut this nd out — write your
name and address on It — and
mail to us.
3. Call at office--conveniently lo-
cated. Private consultation
rooms.
Confidential dealir.gs.
FRANKLIN
SECURITY CO.
1 acerpseatod
Cantor Broadway sad 416 Streets
Roans 205.6 Taylor Badding
rheas 3.2.1 Pail stall. Seated,
Looms wade la all motart.y t•svas
mond class June 1898, under hie of Congress of March 1, 1879.
OBITUARIES—RE/Ke.U'"IONS---CARDS of THANKS, ETC.
A charge ui oily. ceut per word 0- five ceets per line is merle for all
CCRRECTIONE
The Leader will gladly ecrrect an; error in facts which may have got-
ten into Its news stories when tatertion is called to them.
Little Things Count
m Preaching 10:45 a. m., sermon
first case. let us hope so. In the 
subject. "A Peculiar People." Corn-I
secend. let us hope not. —Sun-De- munion 11:45 a. m. Evening services i
isfOerat. 7.45, p. m. /sermon subject, "Does
It Make Any Difference What One
KILLER OF MILD, 2 Believes?" Mid-week Bible study
In GIVEN LIFE SENTENCE Wednesdav Evening 7:46 p. m. You
will find a ready welcome await-
. Milflintown, Penn. — Ai 22 year l ing you at all of our services.
old former brickyard worker was
sentenced today to life imprison- I
t FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH. Rev.
ment for fatally beating 2 year old i.
e Woodrow Fuller Pastor. Sunday
-Miriam- Wolf, oriee 
rn
called ''Rosebud". Paul Wesley Bar- ve° ' '31:1-5-731t7-"El • 
Mo •t-
rick. who had pleaded guilty, de- 1, 
m preaching by the pastor; wrii.
gotten the chair than face what 
3iipt. Morning Worship.' 10:50 a.
dared: "I would a lot rather have.-
6:30 p. In. Marvin Sanders, dime-
am." 
ter; Fvening Worship. 7:45 p. M.
caching by the pastor.
Helen Wolf. Barrick's former
, sweetheart and mother of the baby,
testified Baralck was jealous of the FIRST METHODISTM"ODI T CHURCH' 3. IIPMEMIM
"
INNIIMmandommanomansammr 
baby's father. She is facing trial as nr • imeinrs *4 a• m•Sung angeposseseassionaiarlinuor. taxiwwwwwwwwwww
an accomplice. day rchool. Dr. J. L. Jones, Supt. I
11:01 a. m. program by the Church 9-1=ar-7451411111111t=int--ir=lit-'7.--Isr-hr.--Ir-tar=.11=--
R. A. Thomeeee Lawrence calm-
has bow.' carload of lime-
steno for 1 it and neighbor's
use.
Jo Sell i -
Clesr York
cahibition of
Christian
viistine in a
arowanee
calc.10 ne. „
the nfty-eight oatiens were at
leest $10,000,000 above exeectations
red one of them reel the total ex-
cels charge in the international
reale vectild tench $70.009 000.
(Ninth mation of ih, figures
throueh the world's fair corpora-
tion or centractors could not be
obtained today, but several for-
eiS'n commierioners said the aver-
age en construction was 30 or 40
per cent above estimates.
A1thaterh there has been no uni-
ted Mintiest. foreign exhibitors who
complained included France, Vene-
mete, Cittece. Denmark. The Ne-
therlands, Norway, Poland, New
tealand and Siam.
Others, including Great Britain
and !tuna, reported they were re-
signed to ply Ideal Ware scales to
avoid difficulties. Many others pre-
ferred to remain silent.
iv. the Hutch Or
ii club arranged an
h•rdhousee
flitty fanners are in-
:rev Letterer, with an
trade-in of their
FADE-PROOF WALL PAPER, roll — — ic
Typewriters — Adding Machines Sales. Phone 149
Fulton Wall Paper & Office Supply Co.
FREE
Character Reading
With each book sold. She
will tell you what you are best
adapted for. Come in, give her
a trial and be convinced.
Gui.ranteed satisfaction or
money refunded. ,ttly three
questions answered free of
charge. Now located at for-
mer U-TOTE-1EM STORE,
Lake Street. Open 9 a. m. to
p. m.
CITY NATI()NAI. LANK
F Kentrhicy
Idenseer of Fedeeal Raserre System
atesabes at reacted Deposit Insurance corpersothe 1
Firemen Do
Wonderful
Work
When your house in hurtling firenien eau do won-
derful work. They can usually control die flames,
and maw, times succeed in avoiihing complete loss
of your property. IN could not do without 11Ft
Lim 'here is somethiru.; else replan), important.
That thine( is adequate and proper insurance. When
you have thht you are not in eternal fear of fire, for
you know you have protection against overtekrini•
ing loss.
Tel tie phut vont. ineurance protection. Years of
Pisperierice hese how 10 (10 this. Don't hesi-
tate to call and ask our advice.
ATKINS INSURANCE
AGENCY
PHONE No. S Jake Street
"Boss, is you planning
frorld's Fqir Trip?"
**err planning a IT'orld's Fair trip, you
iroulfin't wait for an accident to happen then hare
the ear checked orer 10 determine the cause.
Likevike, that's a rery good rule for the wife
u•e-in baking, too. Don't wait for baking calumi-
lit • to happen and then check up to find the flour
iii Imen. Always play safe by using r111011-111.3?
I I W . . . the flora that has etood the test for near-
I‘ a third of a century.
So always ask for
Queen's Choice
Browder's Special
Superba or Peerless
Made and Guaranteed by
BROWDER MILLING Co.
. .
11
11
1.4
11
11.
lc!
CELEBRATE JULY 4TH.
IN Fl il.TON, KENTUCKY
iit The Second Annual
OLD-CAR .DERBY
FULTON FAIR GROUNDS
50 MILE NOVELTY AUTO RACE
, $100.00 PURSE
my To 1926 Model Stork Cars Eligible
ADMISSION 10 CENTS
• 12 ADM) ATTRACTIONS •
ROBERT WA Di
World's Tallest Giant
21 years, height 8 feet, 942 inches, weight 491.
1312 inches taller than any man in die U. S. A. and
54'2 inches taller than any other giant.
Jitter Bug Contest, Drag Race,, Amateur contests.
Bicycle Rare, Track Meet, Base Ball Game,,,
Gates Open 8 A. M. Come Early and
Spend the Day. Celebrate in Fulton
• Make Entries at 310 Lake Street •
Old Car Derby liewNuarters
1
111
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Ti
II
II
ii
lliii
re-a-IrrA=JimeeWJec
_
•
(Select'
lion by pressing s
•der to back of.chairr
(j) Cushiongrade: iv
back when.iniictiiti
'position,*
-
‘11
Cortiort King
.•
a'
Self-adjusting
Nothing Machankal
No leverfor—pis4
Buttons!' .
lOW;rkfentilat%
RECLINING -4
LOUNGE
CHAIR
"sit in It .
then try to do
without it."
Frcton, Vs.4'ii ` 7 ••.:4,- •71.4ce'
s6t.so.A.
,
$18.75
GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
 "111111111PWR^ 5. 
.•••••• -4 -.4•1•4142.0...0
•
Pulton, Kentucky, Saturda Afternoon 1? IMO. FULTON DAILY LEADER
Tigers Defeated 13-3 By Paducah,
For The Thirteenth Straight Loss
Led by Leonard Novak with a
homer, double and a single. the Pa-
ducah Indians pounded three Ful-
ton pitchers fOr 19 hits and a 13 to
3 victory here tonight. Alex SwaiLs,
making his mound debut for Pe-
tit:cash, walked eight mvii, but al-
lowed oily six hits in handing the
Tigers their thirteenth successive
defeat.
TODAY'S GAMES
Hopkinsville at Jackson.
Fulton at Paducah.
Mayfield at Union City.
Bowling Green at Owensboro.
STANDINGS
Team- W. L.
Owensboro  27 15
B. Green  27 17
Jackson  24 16
Hopkinsville  22 17 .564
Mayfield  23 20 .535
Paducah  23 22 .511
tenon City   12 30 236
FULTON  9 30 .231
a • •
• BULGVA, HAMILTON
• AND ELGIN WATCHES
• WATCH REPAIRING
• ANDREWS JEWELRY CO.
• • • • • • • • •
110X SI:ORE
Fulton ab. r.
Atm, 2b.  3 2
Metkovich, lb.   3 9
Fitchoc*, ct. 
 4 1
Simmons, If.  4 0
Miriam, rf.  5 0
Clonta, c.  1 0
Herley, 3b.  4 0
Brannon, as.  4 0
Hannan, p. 0 0
Farnham, p. 0 0
WANT ADS
Best Buy 01 The Week
$1111.110-3-Pleee Living Room Suitr,
almost new  psis
$125.0S-3-Plece Daemette
Suite  527.511
h. a, a. $77 MI White Enamal messier Mitch-
1 en Cabaiet  $113.50
• g i $412.50 Green and Ivory leI
0 Rarkge 
0 VORAIII New Bed Room Sulte_3111.10
• We do all kinds el resealing. ,
• We trade he your old Furniture
1 2
1 1
1 0
1 11
O 1
O 1
O 0
0 1
0
1
31 EXCHANGE FURNITURE
31 COMPANY
01Phone 35 FulMt, KY.
1 
-Totals  31 3
Paducah ab. r.
Freeman, 2b. 6 2
Hoff, 3b.  5 1
Pharo, If.  5 2
Pet. Novak, as.  4 3
.643 Retst, cf.  5 1 1
.614 Kerr, rf.  4 0 1
.600 I3alcus, lb.  5 1 3
iMurphy, c. 
SwaiLs, p.  
4 2 1
4 1 2
- -- -
Totals  42 13 19
Fulton  
Paducah
6 24
h. e.
3 3
3 3
2 2
3 2
3
3
5
5
1
27
FOR RENT -Three room mod-
10 cm n apartment, baseetent and gar-
are Call 756 Adv. 108-ti.
a. --••-•••••-•  • meant
2 FOR SALE Bicycle Oleo?) Tele-
phone 495 Adv. 138-6t.
fealloomotassme
FOR RENT: 5-room cottage on
Gholson Street. Phone 295 Adv.
140-5t.0 
 - --1 FOR =NT- Three room apart-1 +tient on Walnut Street. Telephone
- 272. Adv. 142-tf.
2
1
1
100 020 000- 3
051 102 40x-13
• Summary: Errors-Starr, Mitts,
• Brannon, Freeman 2, Bakus. Runs
• batted in-Filchock. Freeman, Hoff
• 2, Novak 3, Swat's, Bakus, Pharo 3,
• Cionts, Kerr. Two base hits-Free-
AMERICAN HUARACHES
11( 
)0
4
Cit3 °t u, ..,  ..
;,.../17
\ /7 c.".; 
,I,
tk ..Z 
4.„..2
y
•
Sketched from stock.
• 4 Ask to see Style
No. 214.
Handwovetr, like the 'lathe liournehet• made by
Mexicali peons., these exotic little sandals will en-
chant you with-theiripty, ni appeal v. The) look
like the native type, but they're made like good
American shoes . . . of 1iiieriean leather,. os er
Ameriehn la,ts. . . . and dull] fit :sots firmly
and comfortably.
You'it want s(cral pairs, anti on can have them
in natural leather. %bile or Japonica with white.
BERT'S SHOE STORE
11E11T NEWHOUSE, Prop.
Next Door to Bennett's Drug Store on Main Street
th 
140
*IAA 
Otis 
rata
btit 
3tiOttS 
*jlirge
witi; tom 
viaskiby
c
loAgeril"
seX
V THAT'S ALL IT TAKES
A FEW CENTS MORE,
More and more, thoughtful husbands lite realising
elok a woman ha i little enough time for carefree hours
without being tied down to burdensome isense wash-
ing. Think it over! You, too, will se. whet • foolish
task it is, particularly when we offer sock a superb
',evict at a price to fit even me most Halted budget.
TRY THRIFTY SERVICE
hwyskig. sidall anise apparel rihnit
Amp. rade to kw Ail bed, bsit md toils
Ins Isdidulk hod ad 11$6141 It WI
BE MODERN
SWITCll TO
Mt LAUNDRY
Phone 130
10 Lbs.
.70c
_
FOR RENT -Modern S room
house, available July la. T. B.
Neely, 'Telephone 69. Adv. 142-61
_ _i...ae
FOR RENT: Four rooms, hall and
bath. in dupiex rtsidence. Call 37.
Fall & ran, Agents. Adv. 144-ti.
•
man, Novak, Starr. Three base hits
-Pharo. Home run-Novak Stolen
bases--ReiSt, Novak Sacrifice hits
-Filchock, Clonts. Double play-
Farnham to Metkovich. Left on
bases-Fulton 11, Paducah 9. Bases
on balls-Off Hannan 1, of Swans
8, off Bruce 2. Struck out--By Han-
nan 4, by Swails 3, by Bruce 5, by
Farnham 1. Hits-Off Hannan 7 in
1 2-3 innings 5 runs, off Bruce 11
in 5 innings 8 runs, off Farnham 2
in 1 1-3 innings no rums. Wild
pitches--8walls 2, Bruce. Losing
pttcher-Hantuus. Umpires- Hood
and Harbison. 1'ime-2:25.
Fair Dispute
New Routing
Takes U. S. 62
' Across Dam
Paducah, Ky., --A line draw4 by
the state Hithwa% Deparuncas for
the proposed rerouting of U. 3.
lOgliwny 62, from a point near ° the
Meeracken-Marshall division. will,
t army the road over the top of the
$112.000,000 T. Y. A. dam, act:fatt-
ing to Jerry Spears, first disicct
hIstiway engineer.
Rerouting of the highway vas
fostered by the Greater Paducah
/ksmorintion to atttiet tourists to
this Iretion and the dam.
The rerouted hiehway will leave
U. S. 18 near Sharpe, just over the
McCracken County line, will run
mast through Glibertsville, pass over
the dam and join the old route at
k-uttnam, Lyon County. A bridee
will be built across the Cumberland
Myer, a few miles beyond the [lain.
U. S. Highway (12 at pre-,: It
loltu U. S. or at Stettliland.
ntent made last year.
Rumania submitted last month
an offer to settle her $64,000,000
debt on terms which called for,,, a
scaling down of the obligation.
Great Britain, whose unpaid $35,-
676,765.05 installment was the lar-
gest due, has reiterated her offer
circumstances arc Luch as to war-
to discuss settlement "whenever
rani; the hope that a satisfactory
result might be reached."
The total an-.Junt owed the
United States about $13,000,000,-
000.
No'v a gem( um. a. renew
your s•ItNseriptIon.
- a_ -  
Fittlertd Pays
Debt On Time
Washington, -Malmo* Proeope,
Minister of debt-Traylor; little Fin-
land, kept his Country's record clean.
today by presenting 1160,693 to,
Treasury Secretary Morgenthau.
The Finnish payment, on the
war debt, included *141.662.50 un-j
der Ric funding aereement of 1932
and $19,030.50 under the. morato-
rium agreement 01 1932. The Baltic
Sea country was the only one of
Uncle Sam's creditors remitting its
full share of war debt installments
falling due today.
Hungary made a token payment
of $9,828.16 this week on her debt-
originally $1.685.000-and expressed
the hope that Congres.s would min-
saler favorably tin offer of settle-
I.
Is Rekindled
New York, -New fuel was dump- :I:
on the labor controversy at tie.. -I:
New York World's Fair today with
a statement by Jay Downer, a multi-
ree of the fair board of design. 1.2tit
I" the rust to complste the fair on
Mile labor took the attitudt. of "a
Veer after the first taste of bioni."
Downer, speoking before the
trttrati animal meettng of the
American Society of Landsenyx
Architects yesterday, asserted tla• I '.1
ntony fair concessionaries tee:e
' hied white" by union demands
for overtime pay.
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS x
Hopkinsville 3, Jackson 0. .s.
Owensboro 3, Bowling Green 2. r,L
Union City 5, Mayfield 3. ' L
-,-,eseamereao
Paducah 13, Fulton 3.
PASCI1ALL'S
Headache Powder
FOR HEADACHE
and NEURALGIA
HARMLESS
Sold by au Druggists
Hic Per Packag-_-
4 Doses Each ,
Call 13$
iced Roberson
-for-
Groceries & Meats
We Deliver
101 State Line St.
Chiropractic heath.
Service
DR. A. C. WADE
carver Graduate Chiropractor
- •
My work le islsteitosited to the
Phouo-Residence 314. Mars I
to 3 and by appointment.
MN Lab. 1111• •-• ••• Iraltaa• KY,
•
AT YOUR DOOR
Chiropractor is at your door. It
is not thousands of miles away,
but can be reached in a few min-
utes. Why suffer when the
chances are that right in your
own town there is a Chiropract-
or who will help you? It is surely
'worth a trial, consultation and
Spinal Analysis FREE.
•
DR. VERA ARUN GATES
Chiropractor
Palmer Graduate
•
OFFICE HOURS:
9 to 12 - - 2 to 5
And by Appointment
•
PHONE 133
I MeLall St.-So. Fulton
•
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
IS OPEN FOR SER
, 
'• r: •
Sunday service-washing, greasine, - 116
pules may now be had. .
Wrecker service arywhere, any hoar day or mirk.
Phone 42.
AUTO SALES COMPANY
i Incorporated)
Ford Sales and Service
NEW LOCATION---.-
We are now located in the ell011.111PNO
Coal Yard and are much better prepared to =
you with coal and plumbing service. Pr• kw*
more room than in our former quarter* opta win he
,•'lad serve you.
P. T. JONES & SON
Coal and Plumbing Service
TEI.EPHONE 702
- -J -.J
-
 Am X
PROF. BELMONT & DAUGHTER
(NOT TO BE CLASSED WITH A GYPSY)
Famous Everywhere as Remarkable .American Palmist
and Clairvoyant, Makes an Honest Proposition. X
First rime in Fniton
awe
1 tit/AMAX ca.
I do hereby solemnly swear to make no charge
if Pdo not faithfully fulfill every word in this
statement. I will tell you just what you want to
Know about friends, enemies or rivals; whether
husband, wife, sweetheart is true or false; how
tb gain the love of one you moot desire; con-
trol or influence the action of anyone, even
though miles away. I further guarantee and
promise to make you no charge unless you find
te • :-uperior to any Palmist you have ever con-
sulted. There is no hope so fond or wish go ..•
great that. I cannot accomplish for you.
St Celf.fiS WIILRE OTHER PALMISTS FAIL
I give never failing advice upon all matters of life, such as love,
courtship, marl tage, divorce, business transactions of all kinds. I
never fail to :eimite the separated, cause speedy and happy mar-
riages, overcome enemies, rivals, lover's quarrels, evil habits,
stumbling blocks and bad luck of all kinds. I lift you out of sor-
row and trouble anti start you on the path of happiness and pros-
perity. There is no heart so sad or homes so dreary that I cannot
bring sunshine In It In fact, no matter what may be your hope,
fear or ambit lin, I guarantee to tell it all before you titter a word
to me, and liter ftni4hcd if you are not entirely•sattsfied and if
I do not faithf•illy fulfill every claim above, then you pay me not
a penny.
Colored Welcome
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Studio in flume Trailer Located on Highway No. 51
In Iticeville MVOS Overhead Bridge near Standard Oil Station
-
One Coat
Nest tothe
neother
True's 100% PURE Covers Perfectly
Year 'round Protection-Eye-arresting Boauty-
True Economy. Insist on tl-eso in Niinting your
home. tin A* True-'Fagg TWIN-KOTE SYSTEM:
• ONI COAT NEXT TO THE WOOD-
Trues &Wier Pemer sec's r:rc; of Cr', wood-
insures an wan suriate-p:evenis paint fa lures.
• ONE COAT NEXT TO THE WEATHER
True's 04kh Pure Paint is The perIcci firikh coat. A
hard, ging outface resistant to Sun, Wild, Rain
and Frost Used by Seuihern home cwnert for nosrly
SO years, 
•
Two cosh do the woek of three-allow us to fig-
ure your hem. fdr this "Protection Plus" service.
SOLD BY
A. LESTON & CO.
Main Street phone 120- Fulton, Ky.
•
X
•
Vi/INSTEAD, JONES & CO.
Phone
15
(IrseerPorelked)
Funeral Directors
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
• t
HORNBEAk
FUNERAL 110IVIE
corner Carr and Thihr*st
Phone No. 7 Rurairhoike
mbulance Service
as 00001111If
We Carry a Complete Line eBaer
featuring -
Cook's Greisdieck Fidotiff
Budweiser - Sterling - Pat
- and Blatt
'3 Visit us for your Beer
BUCK'S LIQUOR .STORE
442 Lake Street
El
ii
1
ii
ii
1
When Your
Are you easy in your nand
when your car is parked 011
mike street, 'attic
la a strange town? Are
always worried over 211511,
fact that at any nstaellat
thieves may be IIHtial h
away. Adequate and
per insuvance, will pretest
you from this Ganger. Lot,
as tell yeti the Diets. •
FALL
INS,
• Ash Year
C-rf
i:Ativerusi
 th
(3,
Fulton, Kentucky*Satnrday Afternoon, June 17, 1939.
"IT'S A WONDk:RFUL WORLD" qpens
Sunday At The Malco Fulton
- -
CLAUDETTE COLBERT and JAM TEWART in a scene from
"IT'S A WONDERFUL WORLD" Opening Sunday At The Fulton
— -
ed when he was hit by a line drive will be here today and President
in Owensboro a few nights ago. Dalton said this morning that a
Dan Curtis has also been suspend- pitcher has also arrived.
ed again because of his serious toe
injury. Curtis received the injury
two or three weeks ago in a Union ILAZY
City game but has been in the line-
up for the pa. t several days. Yes-
terday, however. the injury again
forced him out of the game
FUGITIVE WALKS
RIGHT INTO TROUBLE
Decatur. Ga. — To save walking
around a square, fugitive convict
, Roy Banks took a short-cut
Manager Eckert said yesterday through the De Klab County Cour
t
that an outfielder from Hot Springs House today—and walked 
right
back into prison.
Atlanta Detective W. D. McGee,
here on another case met Banks
and the convict's two months of
freedom ended abruptly
FRUIT TREES ON TERRACES
The increased number of peach
orchards set on terraced land is
a'aracting attention in Kentucky.
Cood examples of young orchards
oil terraces are on the farms of
IT. D. W Doran at Mayfield and S.
C. Holloway at Sedalia. A test also
is being made at Western Kentucky
Fxperiment Subt,tation at Prince-
ton, where trees were set one row
top of each terrace.
LAST TIMES TODAY
CARY GRANT-JEAN ARTHUR
—in—
"ONLY ANGELS HAVE
WINGS"
STARTS SUNDAY
MOVIETONE
NEWS
OF ONE WONDERFUL MONT
JamesjcT
—PLUS— "SAVED IT
SELLS"
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Elmer Watch, Frank Clark,
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Carl Williamson, Dane Love-
Bobby Snow, Almus Under-
James Thomas Nanney, Mr.
Mrs. Harold Roberts, Micca
and Maxine McGee.
• • +
MOON CIRCLE
MEET MONDAY
The Cottle Moon Circle of the
Church will have its semi-
meeting Monday night at
o'clock in the home of Mrs.
Killebrew on f3ectond Street.
hostess will be Mrs. Rus-
Rudd.
• • •
BRIDE HONORED
SHOWER
Mrs .Joe Clapp, Jr., a recent bride.
complimented w'th a iniscella-
shower yesterday when the
of the Baptist church of
Mills, Tenn., entertained
her honor. About 65 guests were
among whom were Mrs. J.
Clapp, Mrs. B. 0 .Huff. and Mrs.
Mills of this city.
The bridal motif was carried out
the decorations, favors, and re-
Late in the afternoon ,
refreshments were served thel
• • •
Miss Martha LeGate and Dr.
R. Mayhall were united in
Thursday. June 15. at
Lutheran Memorial church in
Rev. Harry G. Schweg-
performed the ceremony.
only attendants were Miss
LeGate of this city. sis-
of the bride, and Lawrence W.
Louisville.
bride is the daughter of
and Mrs. O. S. LeGate of this
and is well known here. having
here on numerous ocrasions.
the wedding, a reception
held at the home of Mr. and
C F Chapman in Louisville
and Mrs. Mayhall will make
home in Louisville.
0 C. LeGate of this city at-
the wedding.,
The Sara Dean Sunday
of the First Christian
meet in monthly session
afternoon at 2:30
Ira Little at her home
• • •
ARRIVE FOR
WEDDING
The first of the
arriving here for
of Miss Agatha
A. Voelpel, which
Tuesday, June
bride's cousin, Miss
of Memphis,
is arriving this week
Rev. and Mrs. C. H.
Nell, of Lebanon,
-arrive here Monday
will perform the ceremony.
• • •
E-ELECT HONORED
BREAKFAST TODAY
At 9:30 o'clock this morning
in the series of social
Miss Agatha Gayle,
of Walter A. Voelpel,
when Miss Mary Belle
-of-honor in the approaching
was hostess to
planned breakfast in
Mn. W. E. Flippo, 714
The bridal idea of shoes
carried in decorations
In the center a table
placed and at each
two large glass
summer
this lovely centerpiece
placed miniature
filled with colorful
was sprinkled over
its decorations.
table was very attractively
for the following
honoree, Mrs. Hugh
Martin, Miss
Mrs. Steve Wiley,
Gregory, Mrs. James
aad the hostess.
• • •
DANCE
UNION CITY
following Fultontans
a dance in Union City
night, given by Miss
at Hamilton's
Robert Pewitt, Guy
Bob Hiqklin, C. A.
Durbin left Fulton yester-
for Camp Knox and will re-
there two weeks.
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LAST TIMES TODAY
RONALD REAGAN in
"SECRET SERVICE OF
THE AIR" -
—ALSO—
WILLIAM BOYD in
"RENEGADr*TRAIL"
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PERSONALS
REMEMBER TO TAKE home a
carton of Brown's quality ice cream
or sherbert. Open evenings. Curb
service. We deliver. Phone 394. Adv.
143
Miss Patricia Robertson will re-
week's visit here with
turn to her home in Paducah to-
day after a 
fi lends.
Dr. M. W. Haws will be out of
town from June 15 until June 29.
Adv. 144-13t.
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Abbott and
little son, qharles, and Mrs. Dora
Paschall o Tampai Florida will
arrive here Monday for a visit in
Fulton with relatives, the house
guests of Mrs. Jim Stone on Sec-
ond Street.
APPROPRIATE GIFTS for dad at
Grant's. Adv. 145-2t.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Underwood
and son, E. C. left last night for
their home in Chicago, Illinois af-
ter visiting friends in and around
Fulton and in Moscow, Ky.
ALL FATHER'S day gifts wrapped
in suitable gift boxes at no extra
cost at Grant's. Adv. 145-2t.
Mr. and Mrs. P. R. Binford left
yesterday for Bowling Green, Ky.,
and Evansville. Indiana where they
will be the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Buckingham.
JUST RECEIVED neVrthipment
of ties and shirts at Grant's. Adv.
145-2t.
Miss Virginia Butts is confined
to her bed at the home of her sis-
ter, Mrs. J. C. Weatherspoon on
State Line, but is improving from
irjuries sustained in an automo-
bile accident Saturday night.
YOU CAN BUY that father's day
gift cheaper at Grant's. Adv.
145-2t.
Miss Lois Patrick is still con-
fined to her home, 208 Cedar Street,
suffering injuries received in a
car wreck Saturday night She is
eported improving.
Mr. Hoyt Moore and Mr C B. De-
ment of Union City spent lata
light in Nashville and Murfrees-
ro, Tennessee. They returned here
this morning.
Malcolm Hendley will leave to-
morrow for Birmingham, Alabama
where he resume his duties as
metallurgist of the American Steel
Company, after spending a two
weeks' vacation with his parents
in Fulton.
Wallace Shankle, Jr., went to
Frankfort, Kentucky this morning
on business and will return here
Monday.
Mrs. J. S. Pope of Nashville,
Tenn., will arrive today to attend
the Gayle-Voelpel wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Beasley of
Gary, Ind., will arrive tonight to
be the guests of Mrs. Beasley's sis-
ter. Mrs. B. G. Huff and Mr Huff
Mrs. J. M. Rucker will leave to-
night for her home in Houston,
Tex.. after having been called here
to attend the funeral of her mo-
ther, Mrs. Will Boyd.
Joe Shaffey Re-
leased Yesterday
Joe Tsaflarski fJoe Ethaffeyi
third baseman for the Fulton Eag-
les in 1938. who has been working
with the Tigers as third baseman
for the past few weeks, received
his release from the ball club yes-
terday. Shaf fey is being replaced at
that position by Walter Hemperly,
a young fellow from Lancaster, Ps
In the lineup last night was se-
curl d ba-sem a n Starr, who has
been with the Hopkinsville Hoppers.
Starr joined the Fulton club in
Paducah last night
Ray Hart is on the suspended list
because of an arm injury sustain-
pEMINNI1
Try Nature's Own Tonic
VITA-PEP
Proven remedy for Indigestion,
Liver Trouble, Gas, Rheumatism,
K.dney Trouble,
GUARANTEED
EVANS DRUG STORE
Lake Street — Fulton, Ky.
trieneemnie
EDWARDS
FOOD swim
Home of Quality
Foods
Free Delivery
II:17 Main - TeL 1994+4,44+44for.
8-Pc. DINING ROOM SUITE
'S
This fine 8-piPre Dining Room Suite trill appeal to
those who know furniture values and can realise just
hoo moderate is our Sale Price! All pieces full size and
gharmiteed quality.
$59.95
Kitchen Cabinet
White or „Ivory and
Green. Full size and
fully equipped.
$19.95
Others As Low As
$11.95
BED ROOM SUITES
4 Beautiful Pieces •
These smart Bed Room Suites are an unbeliveable
value. Full-size bed, Vanity, Chest and bench in two
tone effect of studied beauty. Guaranteed quality of
finest workmanship, and materials.
Easy Terms — $49.50
PORCH CHAIRS
Large assortment of
Lawn and Porch Chairs in
Blue, Green, Red and Yel-
low.
Folding Chairs 98e
Steel Chairs - $2.89
PORCH
GLIDERS
Beautiful water-proof cov-
ers. Removable cushions and
backs. Ball bearing. At only
$19.95
Beautiful Crystal
MIRRORS
Tr:Fi f I rc-P  
Good Quality
8-inch Electric
FANS
$1.50
Also Emerson and
Gilbert Fans in larg-
er models at bargain
prices.
•
• • •
Weather Report
KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE: —
kriday fair and warmer.
4 • 4.
THE
LISTBNING
POST
• This issue Is dedicated and in
large part prepared by the Lions
Club of Fulton In order to secure
funds for the annual Christmas dis-
tribution of baskets to the under-
privileged families in Fulton. the
club recently proposed to take over
an issue of this newspaper and
share in the proceed.s. Today's is-
sue, the largest in many years, is
the result of their labors. The pub-
lication will pay quite a goodly sum
into the club treasury, and this
will be used to make many homes
happy this coming Christmas.
• • •
• Rarely have I seen such unit-
ed enthusiasm as was manifested
in this work. There are advertise-
ments in this issue from firms
which I hardly knew were located
in Fulton. I have not counted the
Individual advertisements, but I
venture the assertion that there are
more different advertisements than
( ver appeared before in any local
publication. There are no large ad-
vertisements, the issue is made pos-
sible by the sterling work done by
the various Lions, and by the unit-
ed support of Fulton people.
• • •
• The Lions Club has been an
_inteiral part of Fulton for iso. past
fifteen years During 'those years
it has played an important part in
many community enterprises, and
It is not resting on past laurels now.
On the contrary, the club is al-
ways looking about to see something
that needs doing and then pro-
ceeding to do it A case in point is
the furnishing of free lunches at
the local school to those children
who are unable to buy lunches.
Last year it was found that a
number of children were going
without lunches and the Lions Club
t once moved into this situation
with a determination to remedy it.
It was remedied then, and now this
problem is in direct charge of the
club and is still being cared for.
Over 2000 free lunches have been
served during the past year.
• • •
• Service clubs have done a
great deal for Fulton during the
past few years. Fulton has two ex-
cellent service clubs, as well as the
usual civic clubs, and I know of
no town which does things in a
tetter way I have kept pretty close
watch on such work in other towns
during recent years and I know
that Fulton Ls doing a splendid job.
• • •
• The Lions Club is now at
about its peak in membership and
in influence. It has been honored
by state and national officials as
being one of the best clubs in the
entire organization. It la not con-
tent with past successes, but is de-
termined to press steadily forward
during the year that lies ahead. Its
members believe in Fulton: they
are willing to work to advance the
Interests of our community. They
ask no praise, they claim no credit
save that inner glow which always
come when they feel that they
have done a Job well. It has the
man power to accomplish things,
and there are no selfish interests
In the club.
• • •
• I have seen and know many
clubs, but in the ten years that I
have been in this club I have seen
a club that has more real fellow-
ship, more interest, than any
club I have ever seen. The
Lions Club is fqr Fulton always. It
has meant a great deal to the
town—and It will mean more as the
years March along.
•
:aos.
•
F LION
The Daily Leader is in its 40th. yaw
Requests
Reported
Over Income
Governor Says Total Must
Be Within
Revenue
Frankfort, Ky., —Budget requests
by various State Departments are
due fri?,drastic cutting, Gov. Keen
Johnson indicated today.
"The budget requests total $33,-
060,000," Johnson said, "and they've
got to be cut down to $24,000,000
I to keep within the State's revenue."
The Obvernor said "the only
specific legislation" he favored for
the 1940 General Assembly meet-
ing here in January was "a budget
bill that will keep within the
State's revenue."
"No Choke" for Speaker
Asked at a press conference in
the executive office to name his
choice for speaker of the House of
Representatives. Johnson said he
had "no choice," and added he
had had no conferences about the
subject.
Johnson declined comment when
asked if he could outline his in-
tended policy in regard to pardons
and commutations. His predeces-
sor. A. B. Chandler. granted none.
In answer to another question
he said there had been no reason
to change his statement of last
week that he would hold off on
major appointments until the ad-
journment of the Legislature.
Home Talent
Play To Be
Friday • Night
"Mystery At Midnight," the thrill-
ing comedy drama, sponsored by
the Police and Fire Department is
tc be produced at the Science Hall
Friday night only at 8:13 p. m.
The cast has been working hard
for ten days to give an outstand-
ing performance. The specialties
given by Tillman'Adams and Mon-
tell Manley were written especially
by Mr. Adams for this show. Tap
and ballet specialties by the stu-
dents from the Price and Knighton
school of dancing are Oast and
furious and beautifully costumed.
Students in the folk dance are
Nancy Wilson. Jack Thorpe, Rose
Parker, Mary Lee Beadles, Phyliss
Cooke, Sara Ann Boyd. Ann Mc-
Dade, Amelia Parrish, Carmen
Pigue. Betty Pierson. Specialty tap
itimber, Ruth Kinightors Winne.
Price, Mary Mozelle Crafton. and
Jeanne Jolley.
The curtain will go up promptly
at 8:13 p. m. so be in your place so
as not to miss the Bat Chorus. The
parade of cast, chorus girls. Fulton
High School band, fire trucks and
police department will start 3 p. m.
Skits from the show and chorus
dances will be given at Fulton
High Assembly at 8 20 a m. Fri-
day and at South Fulton assembly
Friday at 10 20 a. m
Fulton, KentackYs
MELVIN JONES
MELVIN JONES
Ssailierpossiirsi, We. irsionoeicia?
Secretary-Treasurer
International Association of lions
Clubs Chicago, Illinois
He joined a
!societies, was a member of the
'Apollo Club, and for years was in
I great demand as a tenor. Attract-
ed by the insurance field, he soon
I decided against law as a career
and entered the office of Johnson
and Higgins, insurance brokers,
and then he launched into business
for himself as the Melvin Jones
Insurance Agency.
Being social in his habits, he
joined with other business and
prqfessional men in 9rganising the
Business Circle of Chfeago; of which
he became Secretary. As early as
1014, he sent out letters to in-
dependent clubs all over the coun-
try, asking them to consider unit-
ing into an associatiOn. It was not
until junei '191'7,, however, after
much correspondence, that dele-
gating some fifty clubs, met at the
Hotel La Aalle in Chicago and
formed the International Associa-
tion of Lions Clubs The first con-
vention was held at Dallas. Texas,
on October 9-11, 1917, at which
Melvin Jones was elected Secretary-
Treasurer, which office, he has
since held continuously.
Melvin Jones, founder and Secre-
tary-Treasurer of the Internatio-
nal Association of Lions Clubs, was
born at Fort Thomas, Arizona,
January 13, 1880, where his father
was a scout in the government
service. His boyhood was spent in
the thrilling setting of Indiana
raids, pursuits, and long journeys
with emigrant trains.
At the age of twenty, he went to
Chicago to study law and voice.
number of musical
HOSPITAL NEWS
Miss Martha Roberts, Clinton,
was admitted yesterday for treat-
ment.
Mrs C. J. Bowers is improving.
Mrs. Harry stushart is getting
along fine.
Mrs. Sybil House was dismissed
yesterday.
Mrs. C. W. French remains
about the same.
Mrs. Bob Binford is improving.
Now is a g000 
-ti genes /OW
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Birtlulay-Thanksgiving Fare
Hunted By Garner And Pal
Uvalde. Texas, — Somewhere
along the Rio Grande tonight the
Vice President of the United States
encamped after hunting his birth-
(lay-Thanksgiving fare
John N Garner and his com-
panion. Ross Brumfield. left Gar-
ner's Ucalde home early today for
hunting county along the Rio
Grande, about ninety miles away.
The bacon, eggs and coffee in
their provision box this morning
were supplemented by a generous
hunk of coconut cake, baked by
Mrs °artier for his seventy-first
birthday.
Garner and Brumfield were
intent on bagging deer, turkey or
ducks.
Incidentally, Garner has the re-
putation of being an expert at
making "son-of-a-gun" stew, a
cow-country dish which varies
widely, according to who dictites
•
the ingredients- -and according to
what ingredients are at hand. To-
day Garner planned to cook over
a campfire, but whether it was
venison steak, breast of wild
turkey or wild duck, or just an-
other batch of "son-of-a-gun
stew, his fellow
-townsmen were
uninformed
"Cactus Jack." a native of the
lied River bottoms of far North-
east Texas, is hunting in an area
where mesquite limbs sometimes
hide a fine set of horns and where
a buck can blend snugly with the
silvery gray of cenizo-clad hills.
While Garner, unsueeessful on
a previous hunt, was trrtras again.
Oklahoma backers at the for
the Dlemooratic DO-
mlnation, aseernbled at Otis..
where barbecued beef and trim-
mings were served to about WO
perleri&
s_sssorgasiiikOsseitit Ick..2k)
00045
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Lions Code Of Ethics
I. To show my faith in the worthiness of my vocation by in-
dustrious application to the end that I may merit a reputation
for quality of service.
2. To seek success and to demand all fair remuneration or
profit as my just due, but to accept no profit or success at the
price of my own selfrespect lost because of unfair advantage
taken or because of questionable acts on my part
S. To remember that in building up my business it is not nec-
essary to tear down another's; to be loyal to my clients or cus-
tomers and true to myself. •
4. Whenever a doubt arises as to the right or ethics of my po-
sition or action towards my fellow man, to resolve such doubt
against myself.
5 To bold friendship as an end and not a means. To hold
that true friendship exists not on account of the service perfor-
ed by one to another, but that true friendship demands nothing
but accepts service in the spirit in which it is given.
8. Always to bear in mind my obligations as a citizen to my
nation, my state and community, and to give them my unswerv-
ing loyalty in word, act and deed. To give them freely to my
time, labor and means.
7. To aid my fellow men by giving my sympathy to those in
distress, ray aid to the weak, and my substance to the needy.
8. To be careful with my criticisms and liberal with my
praise; to build up and not destroy.
Royce Dyer
Breaks Ankle
Royce Lee Dyer oiffered a brok-
en ankle Tpstitenight in the
South FUltone rt -West-Mem-
phis game in Memphis. Dyer is
the quarterback on the South Ful-
ton six inan football team.
Transient Lad
Likes Preacher's
Place Of Abode
Recet)::y a dirty-faced lad.
dressed in ragged clothes.
knocked on the door of the
Christian Parsonage. When Dr.
Hawkins answered the door, the
lad said gruffly, "Are you a
Preacher?" Dr. Hawkins ans-
wered in the affirmative and
said, "Did you waant a prea-
cher'?"
"What d'ya think I'd be do-
ing here if I didn't want a
preacher"? returned the boy
In a curt tone
After the boy had been in-
vited in, he informed the
preacher that he hadn't eaten
a bite in four days. When Dr.
Hawkins looked at him rather
dubiously, he backtracked a
little and said, "Well. I haven't
d much to eat in the past
/Paour days". The preacher then
proceeded to give the stranger
some food, and also submitted
him to a soap and water treat-
ment, in an effort to make him
was learned that the boy came
down at Don Paul, Jr.. the
with his hint and glancing
preacher's son. he Inquired,
"Does he like to live here?"
presentable in appearance. It
froThmeTboexyast.
wiohfthicwit:Ihich gm. 
to
pm"
hen began talking
k•Thin AToes ulowl PP9 
preacher 
lt; t 1. e : ::::: It sai hered 
'answered
,- It  no d:1
would late to live here".
there's a lim t even to kind-
ness,
TAGS ON CARS =ATM
iititmONY OIP Mies BAND
Newark. N J. —Patrolman 
Ray-
mond Howler. shattered the har-
mony of the Newark goat* 
bond.
Rehearsing for II concert, the
band practiced an wain 
hour.
When fiften of the inusielans
went to their ears the! found them
tooketed by wreler tor overtime
parkins
Local Boy
Pulls Stunt
Play In Game
1 The fallowing is taken from an
!Abilene, Tex paper. concerning
1Dane Lovelace, son of Mr. and
I Mrs. Curtis Lovelace of this city.
1Dane is a student at AbileneChristian college, Abilene, Tex.squad there This clipping is aboutand is a member of the football
the game with Howard Payne Col-
lege, last year's champions.
"Dane Lovelace, 155opounder,
who did some noteworthy relief
work for Garvin Beauchamp at
guard, came through with one act
that was good for a gallery chuckle.
"Down under a punt Dane start-
ed to tackle the Howard Payne re-
ceiver, who at that instant hand-
ed the ball off to a comrade.
"So Lovelace grabbed them both,
holding the ball carrier up until
help arrived."
Report Made On
Red Cross Drive-
f382.75 Collected
Mrs Mansfield Martin, roll call
chairman of the Fulton Chapter
of Red Cross. is making an incom-
olete statement today of results of
this year's Red Cross membership
drive, held last Thursday, and the
results of this drive netted the
ichapter pbout ten more dollars
allot the drive of last year.
A total of three hundred and
eighty-two dollars and seventy-
five cents ($382.75) has been col-
lected to date with a few more
subscribtions to be collected yet.
At the close of the drive last year
the total of collections was three
hundred and seventy-five dollars
and eleven cents $375 lit.
The total amount collected in-
cludes 302 one dollar memberships,
3 contributing memberships of five
dollars. 3 sustaining memberships
of ten dollars, rind one suporting
membership of twenty-five dol-
lars, with ten dollars and seventy-
five cents in non-memberships.
'INVINCIBLE" STOREKEEPER
PLUGS =GOP THIS TIME
New York — Meyer "The Invinci-
ble" Nitsburg, 51, a plump liquor
store Pretertetor who duels bandits
with champagne bottles. beld a
four-to- two lead today over the for-
am of syn. In Mr encounters with
110M-1111) MU in his store since
NItsburg has bagged four.
Subscription Rates
By Per Year 
----------$4.00
By Mall, One Year  $3.00
Three Months  $1.00
"News that is New"
°lime XL—No. 281.
Lions Club Has Been Vital
Force In Community Life
For Past Fifteen Years
Club Is Now At Peak Of Power And Influ-
ence And Still Working For Fulton
PitIMT011 C. HAYNES
Usual District 12-11, Kentucky
11139-4•
Preston C. Haynes, District Gov-
ernor of Lions Clubs of 12-B, Ken-
tucky, is now a Master Key mem-
ber of the Bowling Green Lions
Club. He has held office of lion
tamer, president and director.
At present he is assistant-sup-
erintendent of the Bowling Green
District for the Kentucky-Tennes-
see Light and Power Co. He was
previously connected with the Flo-
rida Power and Light Company.
He is a member of the Baptist
Church. His hobbies are Lion,s.
work, golf and baseball.
Lion Haynes was born and edu-
cated in Bowling Green He also
attended the Florida Business col-
lege. He Ls married, has one child
andlives in Bowling Green.
ALEXANDER T. WELLS
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President, Lions International New
York City 1939-40
Alexander T. Wells. President of
Lions International. i s native of
New York City. where ne has al-
ways lived. He is an attorney, with
offices at 41 East 42nd str.
Wells has been a member of the
Bar of the State of New York for
thirty-three years He received his
education in the public schools and
at St Lawrence Academy. New
York; Dwight Preparatory School
and the New York Law School He
Ls a leader in civic and community
affairs and occupies a high posi-
tion in the Boy Scouts.
His career in Lionism. covering
a period of many years, has been
very active. He is a member of the
Lions Club of Long Island City,
and has served as club director,
first vice-president, and president,
which later office he held for three
years.
POLICE COURT
J. C. Bonier. Goland, was fined
$6 and costs to the South ninon
Police court today on an assault
and battery charge.
(By Mirth* Moore)
Always for the betterment of our
community and showing an interest
In all civic affairs is the Fulton
Lions club, which is now in its
fifteenth year of existence.
During the past year the Lions
gave over 2000 free school lunches
to underprivileged school children.
They dkstributed 100 Christmas
baskets among the poor and gave
four white canes to the blind. Five
school children were fitted with
eyeglasses by this club. The Lions
donated $30.00 to the Fulton High
band fun sind contributed $10.00
so the school kitchen at South
Fulton.
The local club .entertained with
their annual Ladies Night Banquet
and 125 Lions and their guests
were present. They sponsored the
Donkey Ball game for the benefit
of the Band fun and put on the
ennual ministrel, which brought in
over $200 for the school lunch fund.
During the past year four mem-
bers of the Fulton club have earn-
ed keys by bringing in two new
members, this making a total of ten
key members in the club. The local
club aided in organizing two new
Lions clubs in Murray and Martin.
Tenn., and they also sent dele-
gates to the District Conventioxt at
Chattanooga.
The Fulton Lions club was or-
ganized by a commissioner from
Liana International, Chicago, and
was chartered June 17, 1824. There
were twenty-four charter man-
bers. They are as follows. H. H.
Murphy, M. C. Fame, Lawson Ro-
per. Vodie Hardin, D. W. Smith, J.
C. Wiggins, Louis Weeks, Harvyl
Boaz, Guy Duley, J. R. Snow,
1 George C. Roberts, F. S. Irby,
'Thomas Chapman, C. H. Warren,
D. F. Lowe, R. C. Pickering, W. S.
Atkins, B. F. Evan& Frank Beadles,
H. F. McGinnis, P. C. Warren,
Heber Finch, John Harpole, and
W. H. Scates. Only three of the
charter members are now in the
club, Lawson Roper, Smith Atkins
rind Frank Beadles.
Since its organization the club
has almost doubled in size, now
having 42 members. Present mem-
bers are Len Askew, Smith Atkins,
It,,. G. Bakdridge, Frank Beadles,
Robert H. Binford. W. T. Browning,
Aaron Butts, Sandolph Cohn, K. P.
Dalton, J. F. Davies. J. E. Fall, Jr.,
Warren Graham, H. N. Hancock. Dr.
N. W. Haws. Bailey Huddleston.
Dr. D. L. Jones, Dr. J. L. Jones,
Louis Kasnow, W. I. King. John
Koehn, Kelly Lowe. James Mea-
cham. Maxwell McDade, Hiram
Meeks, C. H. Melton, Hoyt Moore,
Harold Owen. J. Gould Reeves,
Forrest Riddle, Lawson Roper. Dr.
Russell Rudd, R E. Sanford, Clar-
ence Stephens, Earl Taylor, Glenn
Walker. James Warren, W. N.
Whitnel, Jr Steve Wiley, R. V.
Putnam, Walter Voelpel, W. H.
Cravens, Jack Raye.
Officers for the present year are
W. T. Browning. president; John
Koehn, first vice president; Clar-
ence Stephens, second vice presi-
dent; R. E. Sanford, third vice pre-
sident; Robert H. Binford. secre-
tary; Frank Beadles, treasurer,
Aaron Butte, Lion Tamer; Earl
Taylor, Tail Twister. The board of
directors is made up of Russell
Rudd, Immediate past president;
Lawson' Roper, J. L. Jones, Smith
Atkins, Forrest Riddle.
Committees are as follows: Ad-
n-iintstrative: Attendance, Bald-
ridge, chrm., Iddle, Weald;
Coast. and By Laws, Askew. chruf.,
Wiley, McDade; ..listenslOst, Moat%
chrtn.. Rudd. Graham; IPIngthee.
Graham, chem.. Beadles. Wiper;
Lions Mutation. Elng,
Atkins, lialaidge: Prefgerillie, 1110.,t
rim, chem., WM& DIM*
WhIthel;
tOsaihmed as Shir
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Dabs Plays Coned 'tor For
Father Anti
New York, —Countess- Barbara
Haugwits Reventlow. who herself
has experienced two marital ship-
rwreeks. WAS credited by friends to-
day with eftecun a reconcilia-
Lon between her father and step-
mother.
Larbara, with her 3 1-1-year-old
son. Lance, recently returned from
Europe three days after her father.
Franklin L. 'Hutton, ildvertised he
v.as through paying bills for his
wife. the former Irene Curley Bod-
de of Detroit.
Kends Wita_Pftwers
Hutton then sought the seclusion
of his. Yonges. Island. South Caro-
lina plantation. Barbara and her
child remained here, frequently
vlsiting her step-mother in the
Hutton home. •
;husband, Count Court Haugwits-
iReventiow. is living in a nearby
l hotel. Another guest in the hostel-
Step-Mother rAYmeisricanRtv)vtthas Sweeny, ;.13eualgt
escort for several months.
! Indleation that these
ti pacific purpose was see
Hutton returned here yeste
anti, after a.italk (with Barbara.
telephoned his estranged wife and
:tient her flowers. In a newspaperi
advertisement this morning he
.itated the notice published ' over
fly name" a month ago was -iv
crrot.:'
hereby w:thdrav., it.- he
Takes New Apartment
I On his return. Hutton tOok an
!epartment near his wife's rest-
denee which was his own home
until their estrangement.
I Barbara, divorced in 1935 from,
the late Georgian Prince Alexis
Mdivani and now seeking a Dan-
ish divorce from her second titled
visits had
when
'day
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Fulton High.
Dear Commentator:
I have just read in the
ber 16 issue of your paper a Us
the all time All Star "Fulton Bull-
dogs football team and being a
former 13 letter man of Fulton
High School and thinking I am a
fair judge of an thelete I heartily
disagree With the ten selected.
Nct denying the ability of these
boys selected, but they should not
Fortner Bulldog
Dissatisfied With
All-Star Team
owing letter was receiv- •
ccncerning the se-
All-Star team of .
Novem-
of
L, considered all time all star. If
you will look in the records you
will find one of these men did net
even make the team in 1930. 0 also
I don't think the proper Method was
tired in selecting this team for
some of these men who selected
the team never saw some of the.
best football players Fulton High
ever turned out. play. If you will
flake in my selection I picked a
man fur his All Round football
ability and value to the team not
because he might have been a star
ler one game.
You wi'l notice I have on my
teem a man who missed Pot one
vote of being on the all stpte team,
'Thin' is 
_something no other Fulton
halide; ever accomplished. This
man didn't even receive honorable
mention on the team that has been
elected.
After publishing my team in
your paper which I hope you do.
II any one has any doubts of the
tuperioritk. of my team I will give
anyone two touchdcwns over the ,
' team you published on Nov. 18.
Yours very truly.
A Dissatisfied Former
Felyhting Bulldog"
Editor's note: .The Ai-Star team!
iected by Uel Killebrew. C. L.
addox. and Joe Hall was chosen
irons players at Fulton High Irons
1929 to' 1939.
MY ALL-T1ME, ALL-STAR
BULLDOGS
Left end—Dick Brann.
Left tackle—Everette Norman.
Left guard—Coy Putman.
Center--Chester Buckingham.
Right tackle —David Henderson.
Right tackle —Fred Sawyer.
Right end—Jack Morris.
Right half Roy Edwards.
Left half—Buster Shuck.
Quarter back —Harr) Maddox.
Full back—A. T. Thompson.
I)()tty flost.lers
Seel' (:oca-Cola
tic'freie n'tel):14thYd'•Sheu"ePaP:• C obut:tAlitslaginteahugtm
night two games out of three,
Flayed at the Hex in the city bowl-
mug league. Dotty Shoolk• scored
6n 
Mt 
 rolit deteb3415flanintiLel'; 1.1%1h:it- e°c611-
fticoring for the two with
Ecores totaled, was as fo 10%. White
652, Clark 446, Gur.tt 1111, Scott
and Ifinotstr 535. (')ca-Cola-__
ERanidio".4..73agnar ndT 
m-iti:,: 70.r5d440,
Games tonight. will be played,
between Edwards Foods Store and
Miner-iones Shoe Company.
YogoEyef 
s
say 114B04. 
ouv . •
*11‘106. *OM feie
BETTER SIGHT
LAMPS
9. 1fildi4 11000te
. Because Modern &nu Sight Lamps
assure them the proper amount of light for
comfortable seeing when they read, write,
draw, play games, etc. This light is free twat
harsh glare and deep shadows. It enables them'
to use their eyes hour after hour without un-
due fatigue. headaches and irritability. It
encourages them in home study. And Ahat's
good far their eyes is good for yours too!
Lot Us Show You Mow These
Better Sight Lamps Aid Seeing
Vv1.oi 4,543
•-•
. . . Stop at our store tomorrow and let
es prove to you by actual test how much these
Better Sight Lamps help your eyes in sccing.
The 1940 floor and table models are here in
a wide variety of attractive designs moderately\
priced. You need one in every room. Buy now. --""
Soo Your Local Dealer For Ru:bs,
Better Sight Lamly-, and
Other Fixtures
I'll Bet You Didn't Know
About This Money Sever
You can thoroughly vacuum clean die
carpets, rugs and upholstery in the average
6-rown home in an hour at a cost of about
1
/-
64••••••••Apo
cent for current. This
saves you about five
hours of back-break-
ing labor in sweeping
and dusting. Electric
setvice is tke biggest
bargain in ytour home
today.
=DV KILOWATT,
electrical serrak
Foal) LANSDEN. Mgr.
Now Li a gtsed 'Ate.> to
subacription.
1111111111111•111nInanan......-•
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Compliments Of
GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
4111:1111111111111111=1111111111111111=1
1;ig Unrnitare Store
(Lion—Warren (;raluint)
Advertise in the Daily Leader for h,^t Remitted
's Values Like
Plan Now To S
GRAPEFRUIT
TIMIS SEEDLESS an
fig if* — Dozen `14'
111111111111111111111111111MINNIM. 
R
These That Saves Yoti
ave Mone At KROC
25 lb. pork — $1.39
5 lb. sack — — 28r
DOMINO Pound
Sack
11111110•1111
) I 1ETITCE
GIANT
HEAD 10c
RANANAS
GOLDEN RIPE
rotiNn.5 15c
CRANBERRIES
Pound 171t
ELERY _ ILc
Popcorn-yellow ti -nainite - - - 11).-5c
Fresh Cocoanuts -7 — — — etrh
N‘ iitesap Aeples - - dezeu-15c
-....••••••• Ta-••
FRESH SPINACH lb. = 5c
Yel‘ anions ••• — 4 Ihs.-10c
Brugscl Sprouts - - - - 11).-15c
Idaho Bakiug 'Potatoes - - 10 lbs.-29c
ORANGES 15 forJUICY FLORID.% 25c ea. 1
PURE LARD 4 rIN:s
••••=•••••—, 
,.„
PINEAPPLE 7 oz. can Sc
PINEAPPLE, No. 2 can Hie
rf:raithern- &ivHe. 2 cans-25c Ale Sauce
AKE
las-2 1)ound.plo,Y.-,-17!
R10E, pounds -_ - 
oi l
Punapkin. No. 21 cans 2 - 15c
irgo Peaches. No 21 Call 131e
Green—
s pampas, No.2 can 2 for 22c
AN OND ALE—Piviu or Self-Rising. guaranteed.
C9IIN
18 lb. sack 24 Pound
•
;f4‘ $1 17 Sack
STANDARD
No, 2 Caans
_4 foie 25c
f;lirt'l NORTHERN—
BE 4NS-5 pounds — ••••11 MMINI
 411,111M••••MI•
25c
CH AMERS-2 lb. box — 13.1c
1R IR IUR'S' OMR SU ANKH...SS
PIC NI lb. _ ••••• NMI I- 5 C
CI IEESE-2 lb., loaf 49e
...•••••••••
iHnnid 22c
BRISKET 
1 1Reef Roast "V" 102c
Pork Cho CENTERCUTSPOUND 25c
PI lir Pollk
al:tsar—Lb. — 15c
sPill LIGHT—
COFFEE Lb.15c 3 lb. bag 39c
"Clock" Bread
2 long
loaves 15c
FREEE
• • •
1 package of Pan
Rolls ir ii it par-
chase of 1 Pound of
Ktrick-Krisp Rind-
less Bacon
Only—
KROGER
25c
SMOKED
Jowls
MILK
.1 Liege or
8 Small cans
FINE
FOR
ROILING lb 1
NEW KEG
KRAUT—lb. ••••• •••=1 71e
10 l'OUND BUCKET-89,
Chitterlings — lb. — 10c
lb. 14RIBS LEANANDMEATY
Pure LARD
-bulk-lb. -
ACCEPT THIS AMAZING
BUY any Kroger Item. LIKE it as well or better, OR return unusit,.'
portion in ortginal container and we will replace it Pita lid
any other brand we sell of the same item, regardless of prim
1
•
AP'
ARE WE HERE ON
BUSINESS FOR OUR KING?
"And I saw the dead, small and
great, stand before clod; and the
books were opened; and another
book was opened, which is the
book of life; and the deeds were
judged out of those things which
were written in the books, accord':
ins to their work...s Revelations 12.
Are we here on business for our
King? Who is our King? Is he God
or mammon? Ls he love of huma-
nity or love of self? In selecting
our life's work, did we consider
whether our business would be a
means of introducing people to
God; of introducing them to a bet-
ter, happier, nobler and more con-
structive life, of introducing people
to the Godly nature with which
they are endowed, of introducing
them to the Fountain of Living
Waters that even death itself could
mit destroy or did we forget to
co der these matters when select-
ing Ilfe's work?
If our bUsihess, if our life's work
Is taking bread out ,of hungry
mouths, if it increa.sesspoverty in-
stead of prosperity, irNikts destruc-
tion instead of construction, if
our business takes food and medi-
GO-TO-SLEEP DOLL
20 Inches Tall!
Beautiful doll with curly
hair, soft stuffed body,
fresh percale bonnet and
0 
frock ith o andie trim.
OILS
25c 49c 98c
TARGET
GAME
25e
3 swell shooting game on one
target!
Ask About Our Easy
LAY-AWAY PLAN
A small deposit holds any it
until Christmas.
Candy Special
CHRISTMAS
CANDY
Satin finish mix.
I lb. 10c
Crystal and Chrome
GIFT SETS
49c
Hostess serving sets of deep
mitered designs crystal glass,
with chrome plated trays.
GIFT WRAPPING
Tissue
Paper
5e
roll
White and Colored
Other Wrapping Papers,
Seals, Fancy Cords, Ribbons
Sc and 10c
BALDRIDGE'S
5-10 and 25e Store
W. E. SPARKS &CO.
Is making a special price on Ladies'
and Children's Coats. If you have not
bought one, it will pay you to visit this
store before buying.
One lot of Ladies,
$2.95 Dresses, reduc-
ed to—
$1.98
We have other special values
in coats. drt.suies and Ladies'
hats.
• • •
Our stock is complete in win.
ter apparel, dry goods, sm.
derwear. sweaters, gowns,
shoes, hosiery. gloves Via
other items not mentioned.
• • •
For Men :mul Boys—
carry a complete line of
shoes, hats, dress shirts,
pants, boots, overshoes, work
clothing. sweaters, jackets,
and a complete line of hum
Our goods were bought before the ndrance in prices
and our prices are remonable. We invite you to pay
this store a visit.
W. E. SPARKS & COMPANY
Fulton, Kentucky
cal attention and clothing away Its liquor &Lt. Many rich men are
from little children who are al-1 putting up largeses os;
the wet cause. Whr? The more re-
isqbeutootrhapedavtaiadncxbeys
n e e h twohn
po ill
iforo.rmitchetam a n
's income. One
eastern millionaire said -if we can
gain.) Fathers and mothers, with
operepesandritriikeinigneplo:ees taagxam, 'Selfishwiwshe can
SVC'all loving seriousness,
ieady undernourished, if our bumf-
heartaches of women, if our busi-
ness introduces young men and
young women to Satan, to sin, dis-
ease, and death, if our business
makes a gambler out of a potential
preacher, a drunkard out of a
potential physician, a tramp out of
a potential philanthropist, a cri-
minal out of a potential judge, it
your business makes a women of
shame out of a potential Christi-
an mother, if our business eats
out the vital of men, instead of
nourishing and strengthening
them, then we are in business for
his Satanic Majesty, the King of
Selfishness, Sin and Desolation.
The Woman's Christian
Temperance Unions are not
working for any selfish motive.
They are working as did our great
leader, Frances E. Willard, for
the purpose of teaching boys and
girls the evil of alcohol. This li-
quor and saloon question is a fact
squarely to be faced. We cannot
have saloons without patronizing
them. Who Ls to help the liquor
business thrive? We must educate
,our sons and daughters to the
danger and use of alcohol The
liquor interests are alive and ad-
vertising for their selfish gains. In
1918 one big Metropolitan news-
paper was paid 8248,0(00 dollars for
neas increases the burdens and
How proud
she'll
!Pokier droll"
171. IQ& 041
Oaf No. 7.110
$3710
AN
ELGIN
ZagsPROM you
Iltwatially anew(' S. aim row
oi•r;r• tIorianotos enogi uishos!
DARE(' her for years to come
itli mac of mar mar mous 1 .jcia el
-15' I Lite- vo•trIveri Breiriii-
iaLtair in diem heaut• Slim and
.4,1e-right. Priced from 11.37.51.1
rid oilier !wpm+ 75th Amaiver-
aary tisane art sou eiimpLay.
J
•
Iwo.. 27
PIMA& WC
gala I MM.
N. 1732.
$37"
ANDREWS
JEWELRY CO.
THANK YOU —
wolittrs zsmAp
SALINES
Meese Rua
Week Sr Brows
AM WM&
pr 
01141.111.1ftir-
NM HEAVY DUTY
Welk
84c
'led Rabbet
Edged NOM
and aods.
MEWS 4-BUCKLE
ARM=
Rubbei or Cloth
Heavy Sunipet
EctgN1 Sot".
.99
WOMEN'S TOE
RUBBERS
59c
'tem limos
MILLER-JONES
(Lion—John Davis,)
During this special Thanks-
giving season, we mould like
to offer a word of a pprecia-
lion to our friends and custo-
mers. To you into have
shown your loyalty during
the past, we offer our sincere
Thanks. We hope you may
continue to look upon its as a
dependable source for good
Flour and Feeds.
plead for your help in our earnest
unselfish effort to save your
children and all of this land from
the awful curse —Drink.
May God hold us responsible for
these.
Contributed 
influence in matters such as The Martin Lions Club, recently
( t?y Woman's Chris-
t,tan Temperance Union.)
Martin Club is
rallWRICIP 1^ 6
I The meeting was held in the Cen-
Given Charter tral Baptist Church, attended by
125 persons.
Lions were present from Paris,
organized under the sponsorship of Dresden, Tiptonville, Kenton, May-
the Fulton Club, received its char- field and Fulton. About 15 Fulton
ter last night from District Gov- members attended the meeting.
BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
BUICK and STUDEBAKER
Completely Department ized Super-Garage Here
SPECIAL TOOLS for every
job millee your cost of labor
and assure you expert work-
manship.
WHEEL ALIGNMENT ma-
chine detects and corrects hard
steering Or an excessive wear
of tire.
MOTOR ANALYZER will
save you money in finding weak
or defective parts. A complete
x-ray for motors.
TIRES RA'rTERIES of
the highest quality nserchan-
disc backed with a god guar-
antee to insure service.
Come in and Try Ou
BODY REBUILDING DE-
PARTMENT has beat of tool
equipment to repair body
damages and iron out dents.
PAINT DEPARTMENT can
,.0 skillfully mix and match
auto colors that any unfortun-
ate mar, or dent will be made
to "blend in" at once.
LUBRICATION D E P ART-
MENT is the "latest" thing in
this type of service. We use a
special lubricant for each make
of car.
WASH JOBS are our special-
ty. Attention is given to the
temperature of the water and
only the mildest of soaps used.
uper-Service Listed Here
12 Employes at YouSrvice Every Day
You Men Who Will
Soon Buy a Topcoat
What WM You
Ask For?
First you'll want style. Smooth flowing shoulders, flared skirt.
slash pockets, the typical English Model in a smart color, fabric and
pattern.
Next you'll want comfort. The new type of deep armhole that
you can slip into as easily as a raglan. You'll want a wider skirt,
roominess about the shoulders, a nonchalant drape for ease in walk-
ing, sitting or driving a ear.
lastly you'll want good wearing quali' nd fineness of texture.
All of these things and then some you'll get in
THE KNIT-TEX
BRITISH KNOCKABOUT TOPCOAT
the largest selling topcoat in America
P. H
4A man said to me the other day lorded by the gathering of the
the bishop of a church, as he sat cciumunity's leading business and
b3 me in a railriad train, "What prelessional men once each week in
is the future of Lienisria?" a non-partisan and non-political
I said, "I am no prophet: but let meeting To hear both sides of
me tell sou so of its pre- leading questions discussed Intel-
sent. Bishop. In Lion il_hgently by careful students of the
place where 110.050 men each wee acts and conditions, without en-
stand reverently and hear the il dorsernent or condemnation, or
Messing of Almighty God invokedieven applause for the speakers, will
epon their meal, and possibly it is fs.milittruie the averaoe. Lion with
the only contact with the Divine ad of the elements that he must
that some of them have ‘fae upon or form an opinion about
"It is the only place where a great inci permit him intelligently to
many of those men ever turn their arrive at a sane conclusion.
eyes reverently toward the Flag of Too many of the intelligent bast-
ness and professional men today are
considering public problems with-
' sin having the facts before them.
'or being adecalately posted upon
the actual conditions that exist.
The time will never come when
;partisan politics or individual putt-
llama preferment will have any place
In Lionism; but the time is right
, for mingling with the high-sound-
gicat fraternity of uosellishness. • ing generalities and reiterated
-It is the only opportunity that
suine.of that 110.000 men have to
give-to the blind, and to the under-
isivileged, and to those in the com-
munity who need it, and to do the
tineelfish thing for those who
reach out to them for leadership."
Suddenly the Bishop said, 'Stop!
Yon have told me what you are do-
ing. 'The future of an organization
tuunmitird to those ideals. carry-
'cart Its defeats and disappoint- •
big on that kind of work. is as- With many new, exclusire:routs. It has poiasp and splendor ,
sitred.- v ithcut vonity. It has education irvitares. stick as t y 
keys
pence
• 
However. I would bring,. to your without wanity. It has educat
ion clearance cushion ,
Samiaa What to lily tnitiO,scetris
to. be the essentials of Liontsm's
. future success. I believe that the
spirit of cooperation which has per-
vaded this orguniaation. that has
kept it so tree of strife, kept it so
1ree of the pettiness and the bitter-
ness of factionalism. is one of the
finest attributes upon which we
may lay hold today. The spirit. if
,)uu please. is that of eissperatios.
The great Disraeli said that the
success of his life came when he
found that men could work to-
gether: and that instead of a man
trying to stand alooe, he ahood
leach out and call to his ilk the
t'reat men of his communal!. and
use the best that is in them.
'the next requisite for the con-
tinued growth and health of Lien-
em is exerted effort. But we must
tAc ourselves the, uestion of the
atrt : 
o
at' tree• beareth not
sa•od f uit. shall it not be cut dwn
rnd cast into the fire?"
We have seen this organigailon
IVW in number. but numbers have
not made It great. We have seen it
grow in attendance. but attendance
has not made it great. We have:
Leen it grow in prestige. anti Ines-
tine has not made it great.
It is so wonderfully 41111 itanding ,
that while lost sear Hier, were 23.-
422 activitiesi in winch the kons of
this country aided. twitted. coope-
rated and worked with the. lees
fortunate and the, needy, this year.
oat of a bountifiii store of great
:,ervice. we report 10 you 14.7112 se-
tivItleit over 6.000 more thsn our-
ine the same period of last year.
And running 1i:untie! with the
thought of effort in Lionism, is
lite element Leadership. In Wide!
Liorilsm will march forward
t always laniard: Its flag flutter-
ing before it. its anthems rintriiw
:out, and the hearts of its men stir-
red. The definite place of the ser-
vice club in the civic ilk. and the
rodel structure of the world today
calls for an even bolder and braver
programin the years that lie
ahead than It lois daled to under-
take in the past Heretofore con-
tent with organization 11141 influ-
ence, glorifying in deed: of tinsel-
lish service and in (•iisrltahle
nen he efleences to t tinfortensits in
OBITUARIFS-RZSOLUTIONS--CARD OF THANKS 
,entine from the 35 yard line
A charge of 2 este par word or le eclat. pes line made for an such, brought 
home the vic-..ory
matter with a minimum foe ell $1.110. This is payable in advance except ' Thomas Maddox left today for
for those who leave an acelltint with the office. Birmingham. Ala., where he has
CORRECTIONS 
accepted a position.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sawyer and
The Leader will gladly correct any error in facts which may have'
gotten to its news stories when attention h called to them. 
t daughter. Laura Dean, left today
in 
 Ifor Evansville. Ind to visit their
, son. Alvin. wire is in school there.
boinsm e—Prs nerst ad } ',tare Miss Helen Cameron has return-
' ed to school in Bowling Green lif-
ter the funeral of her grandmother,
I Mrs. C. B. Vincent.Mrs. S. B. Strachan of New York
!City is a guest of her sisters, Ilks.
t). McCullough and Mrs. L. V.
Lee.
Crutehfieht News
Mrs. John R. Melton of Togas
:City, Texas visited Mrs. Runde
!Moore and family last week.
.1 Mr. and Mrs. Herman and aon,
James, spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Veatch.
Mr. Herwhen " Elliott has recent-
ly purchased the Yancy Milner
place in Crutchfield.
Miss Reva Moore spew. Sunday
TUE FULTON DAILY LEADER
DAILY sacs 111911
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• 111111110.ellassry annoy= swept suadays and holidays, at 400 Main
etnet, ?anat. Kentucky.
at the Weritnety Post Office as raid, matter of the
1111•1•111 RIM ams Ma. isior use Act al Congross or March I, Mil
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
One Year by Carrier in City 
One Year by Mall 
16 YEARS AGO
TODAY
(Nov 23, 11123)
Paul Niue son of Rev. R. H.
Figue of this city. is nlw in charge
of the Dyer County News, peatished
at Dyersburg, Tenn.
South Fulton High ended this
year's football season by defeating
$34'041'Obion 15-0 Friday. Two touchdowns
by Weaver and a dropkick by Val-
• •
their country, and salute It and
pause for a moment to sing their
National Anthem
'11 is the only fraternity that a
Neat many of those 110.000 men
know, and the Brotherhood of Lio-
nism has come to be a great, kw-
ing tic between men, a great fra-
ternity without secrets, a great
tr a t er nity without exclusiveness, a
' idealisms She reatixation of the re-
sponalbility of an innairmed citizen-
. shit
Lioniant is reli2ion without fan-
vticis:”. and controversy. It is
Statesmanship without the tarnish
of politics. It is :4 fascinating as
an Army, yet witilsiut the woe and
destruction that tallow's an annY•
It has the grandeur of glory with-
I.
'Mr of superiority. It is culture
althout exclusiveness. It is wealth
without selfishness. It is intimacy
without Its entanglements and fa-
miliarity. It Ls directed energy
without coercion. It is the spirit of
youth with age's experience and
its strength. 
Compliments of
BERT'S SHOE
STORE
eCom in and let u es dmon-
' strafe the new
REMINGTON STAND •
TYPF.WRITER
bracket shift. interchangaible
I platen.
•
Ward Refrigeration Service
111 Carr I. SERVICEon all makes
•
Phone 23
Distributors for McCra y
COMMercial Refrigerators
semonlineapis 
- -
afternoon with Miss Frances Kirby.
Mr. Bryant Kirby and son and
Mr. Lbieoln Haynes went hunting
at Reelfoot Lake Saturday.
Mrs. Paul Williams spent Thurs-
day with her mother it Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E Fo,ter and
Mrs Strother visited Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Patrick Sunday.
Miss Alone Yates spent Friday
afternoon with Mrs. Gertrude
Veatch.
'Moore visited Mrs Ruthie
slid family Sunday
Mr_ and Mrs. Jack Covington of
Fulton spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Long,
Mrs. Etta Sams is 81:Tndine this
week with her datighter,Idra.
ter Nichc1
•••••••••••=r•
Renew your subserlbtlin
Mr. arid Mrs. M-con Shelten and
,
baby, Mr. and k 
loader today so you
i's. Orvin Moore 
.inne
and daughter, Mrs Mattis March-
man. Marie, 14:i-e and Gladys 
rosnomEmswwwwww 
to the
won't miss a
i"My Ma Was Pa
Of Pimples And Blend- .
she. From Constipation"' •
gays Varna tscntspp: dines u 
•
sing
!Adlinika the pimpiss are gone. My 9
Ilk Is smooth and glows with  
Adleriza washes BOTH
!bowels, and relic's:I constipation mow a a seem
that so often aggravates a bud, 4emenrass.
,complexion.-EVANS DRUG CO.
• • • • ta -•: •
•
•
•
111811110
1811111 MIME
11111111111110=10 1.
• at • le • • IP • •
lwa sannt vow
BED ROOM SPECIAL
1
Vkis massive Bed Room Stile consisting or: 1-
Bed, large Vanity %kit extra larpe sasirror, tanater
(hest, and bench. phis all the extras iarladea a 1111411111i-
fiil Bcd1 Spread, 2 P11105.4, coii springs, assil OMNI
Sealy Innerspring mattress. A $114.50 %eine kr say
..t, $89.95........ ..„..:...:_}...:..:_:_:_:_:„÷:......:..:..:.,_:„.............„.....,..
IA Fultoli hardware & Fursi.Co.+
J". Unlion. K. - Phone No. 1 - ke Swat
.1: ammemaiim 
Where Your are Ai-
ways
Where
Perfect Fitting Is
Certain'
4 I-IIAT doe pitag9
16.1. dealporatio AD ••• yaw,
clt;144 t it.... 54t.,1;11 • y oft,., way.
osage eisid Oso sok ifs left
1111001 ref paeot muscle e... corn-
pribss•cl ,nte airneff any fypip 04 AO,
Tim !oohs" pii;n, asomet
* th•di.. aft primpiorly oei. 44,
im4y w•
lio1 twee. 11414aq •
ei.,Ifielpa's
iv X-Ray 'hies
All 044y way wre.
and yOU, can be
wire that yea.
ellbArs eines .411
bolo t• Amok.
every community' Lioninto must / no.l,had*/
gird Its loins and fate the future .4 .f
with a more determined sense of ..41
civic responsibility.
No finer forum for the discussion 209 Main Street-Next It)
of local. *tate and iialtuoal 8ennett's Drug Store
iamb atti be tonal thin that
9
itPita and ir.,ed l‘pev,
nassraine. Anti 3,11 Registers. X
•
S.11.LS - - - - SERVICE
5:
33 1-3•'i discount. Guaranteed ±
isissed City Paints, popular price.d. ft;
Fulton Wall Paper t
& Offitv Suiply Co.
Phase st.; - Walnut Street
•
ALITAPER - 3 Rooms 15x15x9.
 taammilim
Call 135
ire(' Roberson
-for-
Groceries & Meat.
We Deliver
101 State Line S;.
—
qv 
Pm rimer Faith in
CIIIROPR1CTIC.
Ii holds a Remarkable He-
cord Jur Cefling Nick Peo-
ple 11-1.11. If you are sick of
being sick try Chiropractic.
Inrestigate today.
•
DR. VERA AIK1N CATES
Chiropractor
Painter Grath' it..
•
OFFICE HOURS
I So 12 - 2 to 3
And ly Appointment
PHONE 153
411 McCall St.-So. loiters
Moore
Better Get Your Car Ready —
Weihave had mild weather thus
—but it can't last much longer. Ttrive
vour ear M today while we have
plenty of time to give it a winter
eheckup.Weknowwecan make our
car wive better service this sinter if
0111* experte check it.
• pon's Let Winter C.neh 1 ou I ;spry/Pared •
BOB WHITE MOTOR CO.
BUICK-and STUDEBAKER C %RS
SEE AND DRIVE THE NEW
1940 FORDS
'lore improvements orer prericnim !MN!.
41,4 than ever before in history. Even--
thong yaw &PTA, csk for in an automobile.
U TO SALES COMPANY
(incorporated)
••( er Service I 3:1 or N i gli I Photo.. 12
aeummommiumm 
We Carty a Complete Life of Deer
featuring -- --
COOK'S - GREISDIECK - PABST
FALSTAFF -BLATZ :STERLING
and BUDWEISElt
2=111211=lem.
1,0, EST PRICES IN TOWN
On account 0/ the troestlerfid inninem ere hemp
hall on the new OW DeSoks and Pfrommolh cars in
IIIS1 two sleeks, we are OW 80 "moor le yes the
lowest prieex on the following uses( ears.
1-1936 OLDSM011411LE Sedalia
(Formedy earned by Gorses Roper of Foshan, lEy.)
-1-4937 t.levrolet. extra dean.
1-1938 CheN rolet, extra clean. actual-
ly 14,000 mileage.
2-1936 Chevrolet, extra r.,F4Doil.
1-1933 Master Chevrolet, 1-1Mor Se-
dan.
1-1937 1)eSoto, extra good.
Ford t:oupt-. low mile:qr.
And also (1 good line of cheaper ram
MURPHY & JORDAN SALES
De.Soto-rlymouth Sales send Sender
Fulton, Kentucky-215 Church EL Cliatem. 11131.-311. Wan& SL
r- r-z•-•i r-r r- r- r- r-
___A•PlewALomis.
CET YOUR COAL NOW
* inter is practical!) here. Cold
pather will come at anv tine, and
N (ad better hi% our coal supply
at once. Non will find us ready and
glad to s(•r% e you with the hest in coal
CITY COAL COMPANY
Telephone 51 Fulton, Ky.
VISUAL COORDINATION
-- means--
VISUAL COMFORT
•
Don't delay too long that com-
plete visual analysis schich your
eyes deserve.
•
DR. R. V. PUTNAM
Phone 84 Fulton Theatre
Let Old Man Winter
Play Santa Clans!
Peak production when egg prices are highest
. . . that's what every feeder wants. Feeding
home-grown gran alone won't pay dividends
daring bad winter months; flocks need a good
mash to help step-up egg production and birthd
stronger bodies. Feeding Rrowder's Feeds will
glue you results and pay you profits.
Here's proof that it pays:
During a Community Fair held recently at
Friendship, Tennessee. our field representa-
tive was called toielect entries for the poultry
exhibits. Out of twenty pens selected from
Browder fed flocks throughout that territory,
seventeen pens won prizes at the Fair.
Be sure to insist on Feeds made by-
BROWDER MILLING CO. ii
Morganthau Says
Treasury Has No
Tax Program Now
Washington, -Legislators wary
of imposing new tames In an elec-
tion year brightened up today when
Secretary Morgenthau reiterated
that the Treasury had "no tax pro-
gram" and Senator Harrison (D.-
Missa, said a tax bill might be un-
necessary at the congressional
session beginning in January
Harrison, chairman of the fin-
pnce committee which prepares tax
legislation for Senate considera-
tion, discussed the outlook with re-
porters after lunching with Pre-
WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED SAM
Gass MOSCOW II IMMO ref Word
alnalasma shame Na)
Three lasertbas 4 eta. Per Word
ca IS.)
1511 bisertions I sta. Per Word
(Panbenna Ns)
taisphono asimbers
manesd as words.
OWN SOT OP WENS
Circulators 413.50 to 07.10
Heaters  43.95 to MN
Round Oak Range $37.40
Simmons Range  $19.10
Kitchen Cabinets ___ $8.95 to $18.90
Buffet, new style  $18.10
Piano, oak finish  $42.10
Piano, mahogany finish  $6910
DeLaval Cream SeParater   $3940
WANTED-100 used heaters.
EXCHANGE FURNITURE
COMPANY
Phone n~Am, Sy.
FOR RENT:-&x room house.
TUrnace heat. Modern convenien-
ces. Corner Third and Pear! Cali
096 273-11t.
ESCAPED from my farm Rerford
Heifer, weight 300 Itts. Reward $6.
Cell 417. Adv. 2711-5t.
FOR RENT: Three room apart-
ment with private entrance and
private bath. 201 Cedar street. Call
5/46. Adv. 273-8t
PURNISRZD ROOMS for rent.
Furnace heat. Close lir. Call 192-J.
Adv. 244-184.
I FOR SALE: Simmons studio
I couch and Florrnee 5-burner oil
stove. Call 682. Mrs. Kelly Lowe,
Mt,. 278-6t.
FOR RENT: My residence, High-
lands. furnished or unfurnished.
Furnace heat. Mrs. Johnny ()weal.
Telephone 319. Adv.
I 111141110111111Imalakers
JpRsiers
, home, ignored Spencer and re-
peatedly cried "Starvation " from
the treetops. Then he changed
iabruptly to the plaint, -Want my 1
papa" and when last heard from
was making the practical sugges-
li
non, -Some one start a fire '
I
Britain Told
U. S. Reseri es
Trade Rights
Washington, --Great Britain has
teen notified that the United
States does not indorse any princi- I
pie invelving interference with I
DICLICIOIIS beverages to servewith paper thin cookies or frisk
cake are always in demand when
Mends drop in dadne the winter
110111,1113•1411L A eliiPrily of canned
unsweetened Killraflan pineapple
Alai kept in readiness in the re-
frigenelar or pantry for Just such
occasions will delight your family
and friends.
• er •
pineapple agg Si a refreshing,
bubbly drink that will please the
sheens. and WI PO easy to make
that they csaa prepare it themselves--
by the Mair directions: Beat
3 egg yolks Itstfl thick and creamy.
„um twee aagesporms sneer and
matinee to bear Combine 2 table-
spoons lemon juice, 2 tablespoons
orange *Ice ma 3 cups canned on-
sirenesed faillellaa pineapple
}Wee, mid MN ratdeally to egg
yolks. Waging all the while. Fold
▪ egg whites Which hare been
boom mini If best not dry. Pour
Ms glasses. Tap each serving with
gaoled nutmeg.
Fruit Mom end (aka s.tenad be
very cold.
Yield; 6--8-ounce c lasses.
sident Roosevelt.
The way coReCtions from present
federal taxes have been increasing
"gladdens our hearts." the Minds- .
sipptan said. adding:
"If, coupled with that. we cut
down expenses we may be able to
get along without a tax bill."
Harrison took it for granted that
increased expenditurcs would be
proposed for national defense but
he expressed the opinion that out-
lays for MEW either purposes pro-
bably would be reduced.
Secretary Wiesen thau. reiterat-
ing at • press conference that
the Treasawy had on tax program,
indtrated that he intended to make
no formal reeenanwndat ion to Con-
gress but wowed exerts, his virile
to its coma/noes if requested SO
no so.
Prompt Service, Reason-
able Rates makes us the
largest insurers of
automobiles in
Kentucky
Autons,s • law nce Ca..n 
ralastaadilis
P. K. BINFORD, Agent
•
IMENNOIL.
011 Loss .-3fq
STOWE, D
•••• Po ••••••••••11, 101•1.1111.
..••• •••••• PS no ••••. • pm
_••,•og I
•••••• as Mt 114.10 A.A., • S. oil am..
• 001111 I. 60* Alm ...11.• &IOW MI
....11•11....1 Now •
th.C.L1291 we COMPLCV:
MMUS OtPAAV 91.nVICE
M. F. Delltirkli & SON
taD4CE
....01.p.mMOMMINIA=MMAIPi 
genuinely neutral trade on the
high seas
Summer Wells, Actang Secre-
tary of State, told reporters today
that this word had gone out along
with the assertion that this coun-
try itaturally was reserving all its
tights under international law.
Green Asks Public
To Place Blame
In Labor Feud
4 Washington, Amid persistent
talk of a new administration ef-
! fort to bring the A, F. L. and the
C. I. 0. together, President William
Green of the A.?. L. has asked the
I neutral public to place the respon-• sibility for labors internal feud
rzzir=jr=jr=2 sc. 1 FOR RENT: Four room apart-"We believe to it an attltinie of
mei417 Main - Tel. 199
I meet. Private entrance. Private! neittrality toward the disputants pa< 4-a-e44-1-44.44-eaa-.0-4
Chiropractic Health
Service
DR. A. C. WADE
Career Graduate Chirapraster
•
My work a not larated to the
Spine.
•
Mmine-Residesee 3114 Rears I
to 5 and by appeentraeol.
NI Lake IA. - - Velum Sy.
EDWARDS
FOOD STORE
Home of Quality
Foods
Fuee Delivery
1 . Tahle 
Wood that 
dre 
lasasagelately
*lees. 
pertercily 
Ihrithed. add MO!
t• the 
Widest ef • 
dlaaer.110 Tea
Imre Ufa 
wash arse 
sad sere 
is
required t• 
keep times 
eat we,.
Why sot let 
es 
salve the 
prableat
Well 
lorrader eve* 
year driest 
110111$
with 411 the 
caregive Noe
yourself. 'Ade 
harlot 
WOOS. WO
k flre away ssccessfel 
Irreterses who
are 
olds 011f 
Servitt.
A LADIalli,
St111,001 ro
SUIT EVERY
FA141143 SUDS
APItt IV'S!
Th f J; 461141Y
•
-atta"n"eela ,
' "where It belongs".
  bath 304 Carr street Mrs Hazel in this case who profess to be anx-
Is Scraps Call 300 Adv. 250-St. [loth for iabcr p-ct. intaely Awes
. to slter and protect the
SALESMEN WANTED Laiexpect- aftich 18k blame.' °rein said in
statesnent last night. "Therefore,ed chaagc naakm available fire "
!Faeleigh Route In Fulton County . sach rta pttitude hinders th,..• at-
Nearby Dealer made Sales of $W "Ininoni,sit peace.. •
List week. Exceptional opportunityl
frie right Man. Meet have car.
'Raw Material
211. Freeport, Adv. 280-St.! Held Bar To Fast
FOR RENT: Two front rooms, Plane Production I
hall, bath, unfurnished. IN Wal-
-
; nut. Adv. 3110-6t.i Ealtirnore, -The tottle-neek of
assaatity aircraft ',reduction" In
this country "as raw material." the,
Army Industrial Culle3e was told I
today.
PHONE 130
Write Rawlelith's. Dept. KYK-81-•
444.
aaaaaa • - -
I, 4: aaafav -
I
J. T Ilartvon. executive Illee pre- I
1 sidst) t cf the Glenn L. Martin Corn-'$n3, addremint SiXty of mere
frti. dying methndi of correlating
military and .ndaitrial activities in
times of emergencY, said:
"Alum num alloy aheet, eittru-
Aorut and castings. which in nor-
mal times require from three to
eight weeks for delivery, in thisto.1
Emergency still require three
eight weeks for delivery. The NUM
Tray be said of steel, and we have
found no Inducement, no premium,
that can accelerate the process."
Talking Crowd
Escapes Hunters,
Now Wants Papa
Macon, 
--Socio-econernie
ante troni air-, of our feathered
NOON Andii bon Departaboat
mu. goer p re r
ijjjtr columnist Jobb D.
a m!.te crow, Jimt
at the StaZt Of ant.
hie lesion after fifteen Yeafill
Contented captivitY.
Re re-apaelred MN ha MI
. „
1
a.
I
VINTON& nt
SEEDS WORM
Kra .1.5. MOM of Mt Otiaat,
La and IL C. &Oda Ot OW'
les, La., are the hOuirprill
Clint E. Reeds and reir
aelibta '
See the new
1940 CHEVROLET
You will find it better than ever-mare
reasonably priced-more economical
-more beautiful than in all history.
-• -
lealtevrolet Again
- • -
CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 LAKE STREET - FULTON, ILY.
_-J __J --I --J --J --J
Sell Your Tobacco Over
MAYFIELD LOOSE LEAF
FLOORS, Inc.
Well equipped to he N'tle the hest
service.
Sold more air cured tobacco at a
higher average than any floor Ia
Mayfield last season.
CURT J. MUZZALL, Mgr.
Mayfield Loose Leaf Floors, Inc.
He's Building Something...Are You?
Remember the wagons and shamaisa
you made sea kid... and the 4MWRI
youths'? You played - hut yes undied
at it. Seems unimportant saw. but you
built things-and in the WM* is
enlarged your stature. your pi* id
view. You grew hsto miuldmad WWI las
spirit of youth.
If life still invites you to ads"
wholesome balance of west 411111 0/1".
you've kept that spirit at pada. 11Pos
greet each dawn as anocadv==11
Wild- not castles or
neas and friendships mad sapatilita:
When day's work is dam, glaviddla,
parsionship of family and illatOtillika
yaS maple rewards.
• • tt
Olf course, Budweiser Is NV
deal toyaw doily Hit ...INA
geed hest a sensed
ellatiall? Venial* know
et Ilt-ists.
•
Mienetif 
".Dancink .-ci-Ed" Opens Today At The
Fulton Theatre
LANA TURNER said ANN RUTHERFORD as they appear in the
swing sensation "DANCING CO-ED" opening toy at the Ft'!-
TON THEATRE.
To Advertise In The Daily Leader Pays
  ssJ
Palestine News
i.•
Mrs. Harry Murphy and Mts.,
Florence Shannon spent Wednes-
day afternoon with Mrs. Estain
Browder,
Mr. Rupert Browder was on the
sick list last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Inman, Mrs.
, James Inman and daughter. Mrs.
Sue of Water ValleY, Mr. and
Mrs. Caleb Yates and daughter,
Mary Catherine, of Pilot Oak, Ky.,
were Sunday dinner guests at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Carter.
Mrs. Eva Carter spent Tuesday
afternoon with Mrs. Harry Murphy.
Mrs. Macon Sams and children,
Bobbie Joe and Patricia Ann, left
•••••
Most every man
Who's neat et all
When suits need cleaned
Gives es a call
MODEL CLEANERS
Phone 930
CANNON TOWEL to every woman who (attends the EASY
WASHER Demonstration and washes her Towel ma the
New Easy Electric Washer.
Special Factory Demonstration
YMNASHERS
THE PRICE.. 
.YOU CAN'T
COMPARE THE 
VALUE!
*Me price is the 
only thing that's 
cheap about this
neW rAS'Y Washer. The 
features that count 
for
rugqednessty to stand 
years of work in 
your
home—ar• full EASY 
quality ... 
identical with the
'construction of the 
highest priced 
washers EASY
Niout ommommiannuming Mom.
eleeX-19.,Y
EASY
ut Street
-
November 22, 1939
LAST 'IMES TODAY
ERROL FLYNN
"DODGE CITY"
—with—
OLIVIA De BAVILLAND
STARTS FRIDAY
Big Double Feature
—FEATURE ONE—
EDITH FELLOWS
"PRIDE OF THE
BLUEGRASS"
—with—
GANTRY
:.The Blind Horse
—FEATURE TWO—
The Greatest of
an westerns!
WILLIAM S. HART
—in--
"71 JMBLEWEEDS"
COMEDY
—PLUS--
CHATTER n
"DICK TRACY'S GM EN"
LION—WIRAM M. MEEKS, Manager
4.0,0 
pecia • A
from &TALI %Alain&
sloo Bottle Memoirs Cologne t.th $11
$100 Box Dusting Powder .. $
Delightful Memoirs Colognes in a tall, graceful bottle end
Memoirs fragrant Dusting Powder in a lovely pink bp-abaft
In attractive white and gold gift package.
_
'Women everywhere have been charmed gaith the go and
talkinite Memoirs fragrance. Buy lee yourell‘11111011 OMB
0/Pr Rived may 01111. supply sous 
• ; I':'se IA:
BENNETT'S DRUG STORE
Main Street Phone II
White Way Service Station
WASHING - GREASING and
GENERAL REPAIRING
24 HOUR SERVICE
--PHONE 231 - —
THOMAS IIROWDER, Manager
Prepare Now For Winter
• RE-ROOF
• INSULATE
• RE-PAINT
Convenient Terms. Small Monthly Payments and
Through the F. H. 4. Modernization Plan
Estimate without obligation
KRAMER LUMBER CO.
Walasst'Sereei Plias; 96
.siga
Thursday.
Friday,
Saturday
1 to 6P.M.
Daily
—SPECIAL—
Daring This
Demonstration
20 Boxes
High Test
OXYD01,
orth *2.00
With Each
EASY
WASHER
Sold at only
$49.95
Furniture Company
Fulton, Kentucky
• - 2r-E2 c_-72  r- -3
ft
cd
11
DAILY MD= ta` Fates, Keatinsky,
If You Are Our Customer We
AppreciateY You,
If Not, We Solicit 'You.
()lir Motto is to Please You.
.1•11, WOO We Deliver --
Fred Roberson Grocery
and Meat Market
111111vww,
for Detroit, Michigan last Tuesday
Where they will. join their husband
and father who is employed there.
The farmers have been very busy
saving Jab seed and breaking sod
SALE
SPORT-FURRED
COATS
0
0
DOTTY achieves a value beyond
compare in these magnificent
coats that formerly sold for
$1995 now at ....
$ 95 $ 95
land for the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Murphy
made a business trip to Paris. Ten-
nessee last Friday.
Mrs. Homer Barkley of Clinton,
Kentucky spent Friday with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. T R. Carter.
The Palestine Homemakers met
with Mrs. Oussie Browder in an all
day meeting and a good crowd was
present. The subject was "Meat
Cookery."
Middle Road News
Those who attended the Wesley
Class banquet given by the class
of Mt. Zion were the teacher, Mr.
T. H McMurry, his wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Garrison, Mrs John M.
Alexander and son and daughter,
Johnnie and Elisabeth, Mr and 1
Mrs. W. C Sowell, Mr and Mrs.
Linie Burcham, Mr. and Mrs J. B.
McGehee, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
McMurray, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Shuck, Rev. and Mr( ANie C.
Moore, Mr. and Mrs. L. Y. Shuck,
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. McMurry, Miss
Minnie Bowen, Miss Alice Sowell,
with about the same number from
the Tennessee side of the church.
Sapper was served by Hamilton
Cafe, consisting of turkey and all
the trimmings.
Charles and Howard McMurry
'pent the week-end with their
grandparents.
Marguerite Ross spent the week-
end with 'Laverne Lacy.
Mr and Mrs Forrest McMurry
had as their Sunday dinner guests
Mr and Mrs Charles McMurry.
The winter pastures are looking
good and green now that we have
had a fine rain.
Smuggling Bans
Social Register
Recognition
New York. Society girls may
warble torch songs in night clubs
without risking their blueblood sta-
tus, it appeared today, but smug-
gling trinkets through the United
States customs Is taboo
teat her
Jackets
( iN NOW BE CLEANED
4;+*:(ss
Our new method leaves them soft as
new—no color taken out.
--FULL UNE --
YARDLEY - DuBARRY
OLD SPICE - MARIE BARKER
Cosmetics •
WHITMAN and HOLLINGS WORTH
• Candies
Pittsburgh Paints and Varnishes
- - Meet Your Friends at - -
KEEP WARM in
OUR DOUBLE
BLANKETS
98c — $1.49 — $1.98 — $2.98
K. HOMRA'S
Home of Lee's Work Clothing
LADIES' _ Stout Frocks and Coats
Let Chemists Weed Your
Tobacco Beds
Aero Cyanamid does the work at
low cost and saves lots of wood and
labor.
--SeeUsToday
CITY COAL : COMPANY
BUTT & HARDIN
Wholesale Grocers
Phone 188
(By RAY L RILEY)
Past President, Lions International
When a man tales the obligation
as a member of a Lions Club he is
accorded a vastly greater oppor-
tunity to live a full life. At the
same time he assumes a vastly
greater responsibility for the use
of his life
His additional opportunities will
Include the association, on abso-
lutely equal terms, with the best
minds and the highest characters
In his community, picked with care
for their qualities of manhood, and
bound together by their common
Interests and ambitions tor the
community good.
He will meet wisth these chosen
men, he will grow to know them
intimately, he will form among
them some of the close friendthips
which will enrich all the rest of
his life, he will become one of
them. He will gain, through work-
ing with them, a clearer under-
standing of the comradeship, the
brotherhood, which comes from
striving for identical ideals.
He will know the thrill which!
comes to every man who performs
some unselfish service—the relief
of pain, the removal of obstacles
from the life of the unfortunate,
the leading of bogs and girls into
healthy and happy work and play
and safeguarding them from harm-
ful ways, the wise regulation of
the community life which will pro-
tect each in his right to pursue
happiness in his own individual
way.
He Will
Competition Of
Pensions Held
Threat To Schools
St. Louis, —Competition of young
and old Government tax funds
constitutes "the biggest threat to
the financial security of the
schools,'' Superintendent Henry H.
Hill of the Lexington, Ky, , school
isystem told the Missouri State
Teachers Association today.
"For the first time in recent
history the old are competing, at
.lnclkeetly With 40.1t for
He will Mid ir-new pride in the
happiness and prosperity of his
communitys his club works, year
after yeei, build it up to higher
standards. inwill be gratified by
the raiaglaition which his fellow
townsmen will glee him, through
his club, for the thing it has done
for the coaunon good.
But the raiponsibility of the
Lion increases with equal steps as
his opportunities increase. He
pledges himself explicitly to meet
promptly once a week with his
club; to pay his dues on time; to i
carry on his share of work in thei
community which claims him; WI
be a loyal Minn of whatever land
gives him shelter and opportunity;
and to obey the rules and regula-
tions of his &lib and of Interna-
tional.
He will take a deeper personal In-
terest in everything that touches
the well-being of his town— its
schools and churches. its play-
grounds and fit industries, the
health of its people and their safe-
ty, and the spirit of neighborli-
ness which holds the people to-
gether.
Lionism isnot a thing to be put
on like a badge when one enters a
meeting, and to be laid aside like
a badge and *forgotten when the
meeting is &Mourned.
Lionism is a real, living thing,
conferring its privileges and im-
posing its obligations alike; and
the real Lion is the man who re-
cognizes and accepts both in the
same spirit—the man who vividly
lives Lionism all the time.
tax funds (for pensions)." Hill
said at the teachers' convention.
"All of us believe in devoting
a reasonable share of the public's
income to such a purpose. Never-
theless, I believe the biggest threat
tc the financial security of the
schools in the next decade may
come from the old and their
friends."
"Given time we can provide
ieasonably for both youth ,and old
age," he added. "The twitV groups
should not compete."
Compliments of
KENTUCKY UTILITIES
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
FABRIC BY WORUMBO
The Coat With Nine Features
"LUXOR A" has become famous be-
cause it has these 9 points of super-
iority. No. 1 light in weight, No. 2
wet resistant, No. 3 wrinkle-proof,
No. 4 soft, supple, No. 5 lustrous,
silky, No. 6 weather-proof, No. 7 col-
orful, No. 8 distinctive, No. 9 moder-
ately priced. This season this Top.
Coat is more serviceable, richer in
appearance. "Luxora” is a blend of
Alpaca, Mohair, and fine Wool
beautifully tailored.
An investment in Good Appearance
Main Street Fulton, Kentucky
L.00
DAY and FRIDAY
_SW/NG
TOUR PARDNER
mad randitp
isbileets..ia a tamps
rally ef masa
asd ming!
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The history of Lions Internatio-
nal dates back to the year Wie,
when Melvin Jones conceived an
association of clubs composed of
business and prefessional men.
united together in the verforigunict
of unselfish service.
At that time. Melvin Jones was
Secretary of the Business Circle of
Chicago. He corresponded with se-
cretaries of a number of other
independent clubs throughout the
Unttod et4les, unmeaning his plan
to them for consideration. Wtrile
the idea met with favorable re-
sponse. it was not until 1917 that
defiling action was taken.
On June 7, 1917, at the invitation
of Melvin Jones representing the
Business Circle of Chleago. dele-
gates from approximately fifty
clubs in various parts of„itie cowl-
try met at the Hotel La Salle, in;
Chicago, for the pure of orga-
nizing an association dedicated to t.
service. Their decision was favo-
rable, and they voted to hold a con-
vention in Dallas. Tex.as_. October.
9-11, 1917.
At the first annual convention!.
of Lions International in Dallas,i
Texas, the organization of the as-
soctation was completed. Commit-
tees were appointed to work out
various details, and it was voted
to hold the second annual conven-
t!on in St Louis. Missouri. August
19-21. 1918 L H. Lewis. of Dallas.
Texas. was elected . International
SEM
By 1940, the association of
clubs and $OO members had grown
to 113 clubs with 6.451 members,
and had become international in
scope. as 'well as in name, with the i
foundation of Lions Clubs in Cana-!
ua In 1927, the association expand-
ed into Mezwu and China and had
!into worth while permanent tat- LIONlind AND TM. HOME
' provements: material, social and
spiritual. Lionlsni has proven it- re as. A. Iteffin
:self a trustworthy leader in cow- Lionises, briefly naLeu. is a bust- t
!mutiny council end affairs, and it nese of bundle* unselfish citizen-
has ably as.nsted in koeping ()yr ship, manhOOd and character. Lion-
.rithilieettve countries upon an even ism inspires me e: to reach up to
1
President, and Melvin Jones. of the i keel. great heights of unselfish service.
Central Lions Club. Chicisgo. west 1 Yet Lioniem
elected liecretary-Treasurer. which , -- 
Spalizes that the true
An active Lions Club,  to-day is, test of a man # in his houir. Pate-
office. he has held continuously 
more than a club: it is a workshop ence aud cooksy and love often
of thought and ecticr; combined.
since then. niarini a Man's conduct among his 11kither than a bunch of ba k 0
increased to 1.183 clubs with 52.965
members.
The association enjoyed rapid ex-
pansion from its founding. For a
Period of four years. new Lions
Clubs were formed at the rate oil
ems or more a day.
During the fiscal year 1937-31.1
this record was again attained with!
the founding of 401 new LAMM!
Clubs. Lions International cloud!
the fiscal year ending June 30.1
1938. with 3,042 Clubs and 1041111
members. Today. Lions Clubs exist
in eight countries of the W or Id.
namely: United States, Canada.
Mexico. China. Cuba. Panama,:
Colombia. and Costa Rica, with,
Cubs also in Hawaii. Puerto Rico'
and the Virgin Islands membership generally lends a leas lather.
' willing ear to fraud and sham midi Many things In modern life tend i
Oil the North American Conan- ' trickery which usually constitutes i tO weakarl cr Oven destroy the in- i
ent, the International Association the sulcit in trade of those who lfluence of the home. The extent to
of Lions Clubs has more clubs than , alutui‘e nooe for brains. The world which the home intlirnec is pre-:
has any other civic service orga- must have a constant and loral szrved determine. the extent of
nization. continuance of those sterling the nation's pro;ress and spiritual
erands of faith and confidence In security; the extent to which that
men that our forefathers demon- • influence is weakened or destroyed
Uetermtnes to extent of the na-
Can's decay. Without the true
ltOfllC Lienlsm mitt fail, the na-
law and order and respect for
hem and leve of country and of
law , tien trust fell, luI must fall.
such as has been demonstrated so -
remarkably between Canada anci
tram personal contact with men the United States for more than a
who both think and work, straight hundred years along an imagingry
and intelligently. They have found beuridarY line, with not a gun from
a new meaning in loyalty to coon_ one ocean to the ether—a sensible
try and to God, and numerous new and lasting understanding of
uses for citizenship. friendliness between friends.
leaaiership has . been appreciated. Fait Fresideis International.
More than ever before competent 
ig 
W. HODGES,
,"
province and nation. Group coo- Now Ls at 41W' 
1)1(1111billp —
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LADIES TOGGERY
GIUGG and PUTNAM
LeVine Dresses Dobbs Hats
Redfeatit Coats Gossard Corsets
Eastern Isles Torn-Girl Pajamas & Robes
Qualify Lines for our customers
A
Influence of
During the prolonged worrisome
period which the entire world has
felt for many months now. Lionism
has been steady and sturdy, care-
iul and cool. Lions Clubs have been
more than ever really schools of
citizenship.
Members of Lions Clubs have
rcalired the value of genuine
friendship and good government.
7.!.7:..y have benefitted constantly
c-
ACTUAL
SIZE
FILLS YOUR
oteds Two
nis
ir. village, town. city. county, state,
p
pig/ good fellows coming 
weekly to sing and eat and jdka, it
is a cross section of the commuel-
ty's best citizenship gatherod
around a table each week to op-
ordinate in ltanight and action tile
most sensible and adaptable plans
for making the community a bet-
ter place in which to live and love
and pray and work and prover.
Out twcnty -seven hundred Lions
hlubs with our seventy-odd thou-
*gala Lions in these and other
worthy ways are helping to make
this a better world for all of us.
No one of us will ever have a
inure honored title titan that of a
good citusen, suid Lions Clubs offer
us a most acceptable epportunity
tor self-help and self-educatien,
along with a bigger and more un-
selfish service to others, that makes
the good citizen into a better one.
As our clubs develop mdlvgluels
Into competent and capable com-
munity and city leadership, our
Waled in establishing our respec-
tive governineuts: a lasting patrip-
lieraVon and thought has grown
 
voncoMAINAININIMMI=AAMIMM,--Amcamb
I MAKE
SURE IT'S
WHOLESOME
AND GRAND
"TASTING
fellow mem but atilesa such virtues
Lae carried With him into his home.
that man's character is mean and
false.
All of the worth-while institu-
tions of his had their beginning
in the home. There religion and I
citizenship wen born, for there the
family first ageentbled to worship
under the minletry of the father.i
and as citisseca of the family circlel
to acknowledge his leadership.
There edUcat,ion began at the mo-
ther's knee- There ilie industriesi
catrilt into being *An the. whirl of
the Villain& wheel and the scrape'
et the carpenter': plate. There love
was dreanted, love of man and wife,
and love at parent and child.
A home is not just an inhabited ;
hoose built with sticks and stones; ;
it is an ideal built with love, A j
house may be destroyed, but a home
with love, never Hume is the king-
coin of the wife and mother, and:
the haven of peace and quiet and
ihappiness of the husband and I
11111111111111111MIMIIIIII
F. S. STOVER
Ferns 11.(iter Systems
Installed.
F. A. War
t
Ph 412
222 Chuieh Street
•
Compliments of
DALLAS &
TICK
MEN'
VY011 Call get' a good
!ALIA t014i$UIT for
$4.95 and $5•95
that looks41141 wears'
like a MIA one.
All 001 Pants for
$149
instead of ION
The Of
Bar
204 cliiirch ko •
•
•-•
Just Received
A Complete Line of
MEN AND BOYS GIFTS FOR XMAS _
Swank Personaliged Jewelry-tkoh . Robes-Arrow Shirts-
laierwaven HasemEnro Pajamas-Nunn-Bush Shoes-Hyde
Park Suits-Curlee Overcoats, foul many other gifts too,
numerous to in here.
LITTLE CLOTHING COMPANY
‘'
st%
A IVIev 3
0.40t-sitAPPN`si.srci.P:cti,
RGt-As- 't
11,1 1‘,,..,„,acfr, .`1bcty„3 .
„totc t,ase s
cc:14;7913a ifitz.ulto'clult::
patcnt op_
tra) a--4/0-7
AS FEATURED
IN LIFE AND LOOK
LAY-AWAY FOR GARISTMAS
Buy now wlii!e our iclfction is camplcze.
hold for Ch:iitstil ot deliver when
saw- -swircryraeamisialgrillialCr
_War'
asatiwees worm
LAM
MALI PC 11IA
TERMS TO
SUIT YOUR
CONVENIENCE
Wi !EN you buy a Lanc buy the best.
cnly totyl yowa-tight cedar chest
w tEe world.
The ideal gift for svcethcart. daughter,
raot:-er or sister—for Chrirstmas, birthday,
weddings, graduaLan or confirmation.
GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
STORE YOUR COAL NOW
Wisster is not tar eli• Get ma* jor 44 by sig.*,
*me 
.Jaw good csbel in yoisr huts. You tarn be plod
Winn Ynit need mei that it a. ail roe* for yttts.
Aliso when you need plumbing cøil sti.
P. T. JONES & SON
Coal and Plumbing Service
TELEPHONE TM
4makita m••••••••1.••••Milim.
liampwin=3rigrmr.rarzarz_nrrzinsRpolimilip=amir--Li
PNEUMONIA
may result from
this activity..
Don't take
Any Chalices . Send Wash to
PARISIAN LAUNDRY
Phone 1-4 - Fourth Street
 411P
1
1
1
1
1
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See the new
1944) CHEVROLET
ou 14 ill find it better than everwmure
reasonably priced-inure economical
-mire beatiliftirthan in all history.
Roosevelt. tiropf
Pion TolJse
Expert Advice
Washington, —President Roose-
velt today was reported authori-
tatively to have abandened bikii
plan to ceneelt with cbitgresatonali
leaders on any neutrality problems
arising before the l0 else:don.
One of the leecters, as ng that
his name be withheld„ told repor-
ters he understood Roosevelt,
decided that day - to-day decision s
on foreign policy ,properly should
be made by the executive branch.
IRoosevcit returned to the Capital
j this morning.
G. A. P. touter Absent
In his message to Congress Sep-
tember 21 the President said he
was asking leaders in both Houses
to remain here between the close
of the eincial eteelon and the be-
, ginning of the 1940 session so he
could cooler with them on foreign
!problems.
The Republicans, however, have
j indicated they Wought the Presl-
welt might be seeking to have
! them share the. responsibility or
his decisions.
Representative Martin of Massa-
( 4tsetts, House minority leader. is
cut of the atty. but Senator Mc-
Nary of Oregon, who holds the
I surne position in the Senate. re-
I Malawi here.
New 'UM Is
Held Deadly In
First Tryout
Ase.kspill, N. y., the first
t414 bY National Guardsmen of
the new Garand semi-automatic
service rifle twelve men scored 402
hits in sixty seconds on man-siaed
sahouette targets
The US$ was ialidg on a 300-
yard range at Canip Smith by pick-
ed riflemen of the 107th Infantry
of the New York National Guikol.
DPI RIGHT OVER TO
BRADY'S GARAGE
Before long. he running into sulk-
zero weather, icy streets and giant snow
drifts. Your ear will have to be in perfect
*hope to get through safely, without delay.
We'll tune 'er up for winter driving: Stop
in without fail.
Willard Battery Sales and Service
• Lubrication • Brake Testing
• Fouler Work • Motor Repair!,
"Lille Up With Bear"
BRADY BROS. GARAGE
COMPLETE ‘1 I NTER-1Z1NG SERV It :F.
ann.
Maj. Gen. William H. Itiskell,
pommander of the New York !
guardsmen, hailed the Garand as;
-a very prowerful weilixet that will!
give he intintry a tremendcus •
firing power."
New Tax Bill
Held Avoidable,
Shots a Minute Averaged
Warsaw Facing
Serious Problem 1
With Housing',
I Berlin, —With harsh winter wea-
ther near, the housing problem in
!Warsaw, especially as it concerns:
Jews, has become a pressing con-1
sideration for the war-ravaged for- 1
flier Polish capital.
Informed German sources said
. emergency housing had been pro-Of__
ficers said the men a vereged vided for the Jewish population on
thirty-four shots a minute per Washington, - Senator Harrieon : certain streets, but they insisted I
man, compared with a poseible (D.-Miss.), said after a lunchc-on there wou!d be no gitetto. The
i maximum of only : twenty shots a Conference with President Rome- emergency measures resulted fromminute with the Springfield rifle, welt tcday that tix legislation 1 Clic lack of apartment, houses, it
whit* au? (Wand is replacing as 'might be avoided next session if ! was said.
the U. S. Army's basic infant Iry revenue continued upward and ex- These sources emphasized plans
-gemaso.---xs-gro—P—me— ,penscs could be. trimmed, were being speeded for creation of.....
i
. rinsume Committee said the way i a separate Jewish reservation in
tax receipts have been nicreasing!Southern Poland, with Lublin as
recently "gladdens our hearts." Its center.
Come in and let us demist
*Of 441 1444.
REMINGWN STAND
TIPWRITFS
With many new, exeltseirg
features, such as typeb er
clearance cushion k e y e
bracket shift, interchangaisig
;tinter,.
•
New and used Typewriters, Adrift
 
/ Machines and Cash Register*.
•
11
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It's Cherrolet Again
CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 LAKE STREET — FULTON, KY.
Better Get our
SALES — — — — SERVIC$
•
WALLPAPER — 3 Rooms 15x4gad,Car Ready 33 1-3% discount. Guarante •4
y Mound City Paints, popular plead,
Fulton Wall Paws,
& Office Supply CA,
We have had mild weather thus far
but it can't last much longer. Drive
your ear in today while we have
plenty of time to give it a winter
checkup. We know we can und[Le your
car give better service this winter if
our experts check it,
• Don't Let Winter Catch You Unprepared •
BOB WHITE MOTOR CO.
BUICK and STUDEBAKER CARS
:•+++4444-14++4444+44+4++++++++++++++++++
Phone 65 —Wiut Street
Dirie in
COMFORT
We take pride In seeing t
our patrons receive the
most in food, In service.
comfort. No matter wheti
you want a sandwich or
full dinner, You will •rece
our best attention.
.! •
1
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SEE AND DRIVE THE NEW
1940 FORDS
"flute improvements orer preuimis mod-
els than erer before in historv. LuerN-
thing 's ($4 could ask for in un automobile.
AUTO SALES COMPANY
(Incorporated)
Wrecker Service Day or Night Plume 12
BED ROOM SPECIAL
This massive Bed Room Suite con,..kiing of: 1-Poster
Bed, large Vanity with extra large mirror. roomy
Chest, and bench, plus all the extras include% a Lusatia.
ful Red Spread, 2 Pillowm, Coil Springs, anal 829.50
Sealy Innerpring mattress. A $114.50 %tam' for only
$89.95
Fulton Hardware 4 Furn. Co.
Fulton, Ky.,. Phone No. 1 — Lake Street
This Might Hap
Have :you proper insurance for replacement? Every
minute of eiery hour in the day there is a home
burning somewhere in the liaised States and fire
looses are often total. If thLi don't have adequate IN-
SURANCE see—
ATKINS INSURANCE
AGENCY
phone No. 5 406 Lake *.
4101131.1.11MMOI.4.1fta-
Let Old Man Winter
Play Santa Clans!
Peak production when egg "Wes are highest
. . . that's what every feeder wows. Feetling
home-grown grain alone Iron's pay dividends
during bad winter months: flocks need a good
mask to kelp siep-up egg production and busied
stronger bodies. Feeding Browder's Feeds wad
gire you results and pay on profits.
Here's proof that it 'pays:
During a Community is air isekl recently at
Friendship. Tennessee, our field representa-
tive was called to select entries for the poultry
exhibits. Out of twenty pens selected from
Brincrler fed flocks throughout that territory,
wren teen pens won prizes at the Fair.
Be sure to insist on Feeds made.iy,
BROWDER MILLING Ca
FALL & FALL4
GENERAL INSURANCa
Ask Wear %b.r Almon
lasswowe
Are Divided On !
Court Appointee'
Washington. —Western Senators
were divided today over the need
foe" appointment of a Supreme
Court Justice from beyond the
Mississippi river to succeed Justice
Pierce Butler.
Look Your BEST
IN WINTER, too!
Your appearance is important-sum-
mer, winter, rain, snow or sunshine.
So keep it up always by sending our
clothes to Model Cleaners for regular
cleanings. Send ALL your clothes-
any fabric or color is safe in our
hands-and we'll return them to you
so sparklingly clean and nice that
you won't feel inferior in ANY com-
pany. Lowest possible prices for good
work. i
Phone 930 for Quick
Pick-Up Service
MODEL CLEANERS
Commercial Avenue- - - Phone 930
Greatest Value in the $500 Price Class
McCormick-Deering
FARMALL-A
With "Cu vision
Think of it —a genuine rubber- tired
McCormick-Deering Farmall selling
in the $500 price class. Designed for
speed, power and ec9nonly, this
tough litde brother of the Farmall is
just the right size to fit your needs.
Whether it does all the work on the
small farm, or replaces the last team
on the large farm, the smooth, four
cylinder engine and 4-speed trans-
mission of the Farmall-A will handle
all the work. You can give it only five
to ten gallons of fuel a day. "Culti-Vi-
sion" is exclusive in the Farmall-A.
This important feature puts an end to
neck-craning and body twisting.
Your work is always right in front of
your eyes. Stop in and get complete
details on the new Farmall-A, as well
as on the new and larger models,
Fannall-H and Farmall-7.
Paul Nailling Implement Co.
314 Walloon Street Felten, By.
•
Frank Murphy figured prominently
in capital speculation. Although a
resident of Michigan rather than
the west, Murphy is a Catholic, as
was Butler.
The 73-year old justice, in fact
was the only member of that faith
on the court. He died early yester-
day after a long Hines* and his
funeral was set for 11 a. m. today
at St. Matthew's cathedral. Burial
will be in St. Paul, Minn., his for-
mer home.
It was generally expected that
Mr. Roosevelt would not name Jus-
tice Butler's successor until after
Congress convenes in January.
There is no litigation of outstand-
ing importance on constitutional
questions before the court
The fifth vacancy among the
justices since Mr. Roosevelt took
office emphasized anew the prob-
ability that his appointees will
dominate the coat* tot mei to
come. The four be he has ap-
pointed so far have been compara-
I tivelg,otasea.......mmuummii
Drinking Alibis
Pour From Ltps
Of Woman Driver
Millburn, N. J., —After listening
to the defense presented by a young
matron charged with driving while
intoxicated Judge G. Noyes Slay-
ton decided he would ponder the
problem for two weeks.
Oh yes, admitted the defendant,
her car did zig-zag a bit but that
was because her husband, sitting
alongside her, fell asleep and lurch-
ed on her arm.
At police headquarters. she ex-
plained, she faced the walking
backwards test because she wore
four-inch French heels; and she
couldn't bend over to pick up
buttons because, well, her girdle
was too highwaisted.
GET IT Wild A LLai•AR WAN1
ADVENTISMENT
Several of them said they would
urge President Roosevelt to name
a westerner, but Senator Borah t R.-
Idaho), questioned the importance
of geography in the selection. -
The name of Attorney General
FDR Apparently
Enjoying Debate
Over Third lkbrm
Hyde Park, N. Y., --Another ware
of aPeettlation over President Roo-
sevelt's political intentions rolled
along today in the wake of a
speech in which he expressed the
iloPe his collections and papers
would be ready for -public inspec-
tion and use- by the spring of
1941.
In a bantering mood yesterdaY
at the site of the library that will
house the private papers of his
public life, the President said he
hoped "my good friends of the
Press" would give -due interpre-
tation to the expression of my hope
that when we open the building
to the public it will be a fine day'
The remark was interpolated in
his address at the laying of the
library cornerstone on the Roose-
ve 'testate and interpreted by most
reporter's as meaning the President
actually is enjoying all the India:
baloo over whether he &WI
for a third term.
The disclosure the President's
correspondence would be available
to students, historians and biol.
graphers by the middle of 1941
furnished no real clue to his In.
• lentions. It did serve, however,
to bring the third-term puzzle to
the fore again by leading to con-
jecture whether Mr Roosevelt
would wish the public to have
access to records of the New Oeal'S
intimate working, if he intended
to seek reelection next year.
Into a copper box that fitted
into the cornerstone of the library,
the President tucked copies of
newspapers which printed stories
that linked tilt third term and
the 1941 qpening date of the libra-
ry
Then he heard several speecheii
and made one himself
Among those who lLstened rid!
Paul V. McNutt, federal security
adminiatrator. The former Gover-
nor of Indiana with strong, or's.
nixed backing in his home state,
has seen his name put forward
for the Democratic Presidential
nomination in 1940—if Mr. Rome-
selt does not want it.
Phone 33 McDowell •Street
Syndicate Would
Buy &Uwe System
New OrleanS. —A syndicate at
New Orleans industrialists is dick-
ering for the Federal Barge Lines,
in whole or in part.
John U. Flynn, vice president of
the Gulf Carloading Co. Inc., said
he Was representing the group in
negotiations with Secretary of
Commerce Hopkins.
It was understood that the syn-
dicate wanted to buy the whole line
and its floating equipment, or that
part operating in the central
freight division between Chicago
and New Orleans. Since 1924, the
Government has invested between
*24,000,000 shut $25,000,000 in the
barge lines
Mid-Season
'SALE
—of—
tY
Merchandise
Hats $1.00 to $5
Dresses
$1.98 to $14.98
GALBRAITH Fulton
SHOP
tsiaBef
ar are & F tire Co.
(LION--FILANE BEADLES)
M. LIVINGSTON & COMPANY
Wholesale Grocers
Fulton, Kentucky - - - PhOile 186
MURPHY & JORDAN SALES
DeSoto and Plymouth
207 Church Street
PHONE 209
BOOST FULTON
NEW USONA HOTEL
izurs
A. C. BUTTS AND SONS
For everything you need for that Thanksgiving
Dinner. Fresh Dressed Turkeys, Hens, Fryers,
Guineas anti Ducks.
Fresh Oysters, Boiled Custard, Cranberries,-Lit-
tuce, Celery, Plum Pudding, Fresh Hams, Year-
Old Country Hams, Bulk Mincemeat, Fruit
Cakes and everything you may need. .Fresh
Kid, Mutton, Country Pork Sausage. All kinds
of good cooked Hams anti Picnics, Complete
line of Fresh Fruits and Nuts, Fruits for Fruit
Cakes, the best Beef and Veals money can buy.
Be sure to see us before you buy. Our prices are
right.
Telephones 602-603 403 East State Line
In This Trade Area
•
f ......4a.s.....0•40.6.1,0
~le Mar 111~/ • 1141/010111,10. •
ANGE
FURNITURE
COMPANY
The Best in Used
Furniture
-We Buy and Sell-
Church gt. - Call 35
Hit& ers -m°
Insist On Car
With A Radio
Pikeville. Ky.. —There was a day
when blitctOhiker would wel-
come any means of transportation
so long as it got him to his des-
tination. But not the modern col-
legiate "thumbers" who have gone
high-hat and now demand the
best from their hosts, according to ,
Ed L. Thornbury, traveling sales-
man.
ThornburY, heading for a trip'
into:West Virginia, was hailed by
two youths wearing college sweat-
ers and carrying small bags. He
brought his car to a stop, opened
the door and called cheerfully,
"Hop in."
The pair walked to his car and
peered into the interior.
"You got a radio in there,
Mister?" one queried
"No," Thonibury replied, "haven't
had it installed in this new car
yet."
"Well, if you don't mind we'll
wait and catch another car," the
pair informed him. closing the
door, "we just got to hear that
Yale football garm.
Culprit Gilts
False Address
To Wrong Man
Miami, Fla, —There was, It
seems, a slight case of mistaken
address.
A customer bought some groce-
ries, tendered a $100 check and
received $80 change. As an after-
thought he ordered $12 worth
more to be delivered C. 0. D.
"Where'll I send it?" asked the
clerk.
"To Ell N. W. 75th Et"
of the first part on a worthless f tons are in the tiolpital here as a
check charge. result of a headon crash of a
' truck and an automobile on the
Crash Kills Two ' Zion Road a mile east of Hender-
son this morning. The dead:Of State Family Wayne Galloway, 45, Henderson
brick contractor.
Henderson, Ky., —A father and GET IT Vv-firt it Lka3.4.•41H. WANThis son were killed and four per- 
AA ) vERTIBEMENT
711.11/ 111110111011..110".. 111
W. P. MURRELL LUMBER COMPAN
126 Morris Street Opposite Freight Depot
SASH - DOORS - LUMBER - PAINTS
OILS - LEAD VARNISH
ASPHALT SHINGLES
ROLL ROOFING
WIRE FENCE
Fulton, Kentucky
(Lion—W. M. Whittle!)
—
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The clerk started, then inquired
gently:
"How long have you lived there?"
"Oh, I Just bought the house
three days ago'
"The heck you did." roared the
clerk. "That's where I live."
The customer fled, but the clerk
nabbed him on the street and
called police, who jailed the party
fr
THE COFFEE SHOP
0 ), stets - Chicken - Steaks and
Plate Lunches
200Alain Street
Fukon, Kentucky
CURB SERVICE OPEN 'TILL MID-NITE
KOZY KORNER GRILL
BEER - - SANDWICHES
CHILI - - COFFEE
SHORT ORDERS
Compliments of
FALL AND FALL
"Ask Your Neighbor About Our
Service."
(Lion—Ernest Fall, Jr.)
Romeo Wins Right To Court
Girl Parents Kept _It Home
,
New York — George Lowther. ed in the bleak marble corridor ofI
third, who went to the law courts the Supreme Court building some
to establish an unabridged right to 24 hours after the scheduled start
court Eileen Herrick. won his of the hearing, and Lowther rush-
. point today in a compromise thatiee to her with arms outstretched.
I was at least amicable for the re- , Her pretty, pale face set, her; cord. eyes mildly looking straight ahead,
,
After a brief private hearing MI she toOlIsie apparent notice of his
1 the chambers of State Supreme i advent*, and at that point Her-Court Justice Isidor Wasservegel,i rick. his prince nez bobbing upon
'the young broker's habeas carpus his thin 1110" rushed up, crying out
I suit against Mr. and Mrs. Walterjahilly:..
R. Herrick. Eileen's socially eml-! "Get away from her!"
nent parents, was dismissed with
• 1 r.this understanding: 
Letfisiatii r t • i 
i 
()Ten More Days' Rest l'"`
1. That 20-year-old Eileen, who 1)raft \r‘t Lawi 
was declared by experts to have
been one of the most "glamorous" . On (,ham Stores
of all debutantes two years ago..
should remain for ten more days; Fralikfcrt, Ky . —11.?aar6lers of
la the hospital where she has been the outcome of chain stre tax II-
resting.. 
Thatligation .Dendin in the Court of
after that time George. Appeals. an attempt will be made
: e
2I
should be allowed to see her as of- in the 1940 legislature to enact a
ten as he wishes—and marry her, new seasure, ft nas ten reported
too, if it's all right with her. authoritatively here. '
This solution of a singular court The new la \c's sponsors intend
action—which Lowther had brought for it to be ; !iacted under the
in an effor to show that Miss Her- qates police , owee, whereas the
' rick was being detained against her
' will in her parents' fashionable 
act now in IlligatIonis purely a re-
, 
, according to the
East Side home to prevent his see- 
venue meanie* 
ing her—was anticlimatic against ; 
estin ecorpurtre ai ion of tha "tales hieh-
• the events that had preceded it 1
; Chief among these was a half-1 
Admim ration forces belte%e the - 
. 
;.ew measure would stand
shove, half-blow directed at the Prcm3ed
t test- as It would be cauchedbig, broad-shouldered young broker! ce)111....
' by -Eileen's slight. gray-haired I "I terms :1, which 
they believe the
Blow In Corridor 
court of Anpeals Indicated it wJaldfather. I
be acceptable.
, 
i  
.
i This exchange occurred just as!
I Miss Herrick and her nurse appear- I Now is a *OM
; your anitscripips.
ci
COMPLIMENTS OF
West Lake Street Fulton. k,.
•
SCQTT'S — FLOWERS
For Your Hostess On
f Thanksgiving
A nice assortment of Cut Flowers
and Potted Plants at all times
Say it With Flowers"
- - front - -
SCOTT'S
Lorne To The
SILVER PALACE
For Sandwiches and Cold Drink,
CHURCH STIWET
iimmummemm
▪ . renew
1 .
; JOHN
1 Compliments of HUDDLESTON
1 ARCADE PLMBER
If -hen you need
PI .UMBING
WORK
—Celt-
- 
JOHN
Ill TDDLESTON
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 359
Barber Shop
ARCADE
Beauty Salon
1,1111111111.11111111111.111111 
We Want Yon to Visit
POWELL'S
Completely remodeled Shoe Shop•
Modern in every detail. We 40 invis-
ible half Holing.
Best Line of Men's Work SitiOe•
POWELL'S SHOE
206 Mahi Street
Fulton, Kentucky
ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
LAKE STREE't
• We are for Fultqn at all times
• 
We are for the Lions Club always
• 
When all of us pull together for the
betterment of our town we can make
abtter town
• Our business is Insurance and we
give the very best service in this line
we can
ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
Lake Street Fulton, Kentucky-
111116111111111111111110.1100.1111iiiredia=arnM: • '^
Complintentsof
MAIN STREET BARBER
SHOP
D. ll. LEGG, Prop.
SHELL SERVICE STATION
Shell Gasoline
Expert Lubrication
Main and Church Streets
^
LaCHARME BEAUTY
SALON
All Expert and Licensed Operators
For Appoininsent Call No. 34
Compliments of
H. H. BUGG
Groceries and Meat Market
Phone 112
Fulton, Kentucky
.t.0
nrwito,trirar..m .111ff -14
'BRADY OROS. GARAGE
166 West State Line "I'clephone 79
GENERAL REPAIRING
Compliments of
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
The Rexall Store
Fulton. Kentucky
t;ompliments of
\ WU AND TAYLOR
Y mar Chevrolet Dealers for the
Past 15 Years
-` 44rx.t.c.;. rrfe!,•.Arq.:r • 4iC 4 •-kte.;ii4t4i.f•,,0224• .r.lz.: ,•,•.•, 4,k
Compliments of
MEACHAM &
HUTCHENS
(Lion—James medium )
Compliments of
GEORGE DODD
Pipe Line Oil Company
State Line at Lake Street
lb New Gifts That Are Really
_
Practical
MEM — at
Shelton's Novelty Nook
310 Lake Street
Prises Sued Party Favors a Speciality.
Fulton Wall Paper & Office
Supply Company .
Wallpaper - Paints - Typewriters
Adding Machines - Cash Registers
Phonr 185 304 Walnut Street
(Lion—Santiolph Cohn)
•
LOWE'S CAFE
'k Fulton s Most Modern Restaurant
•
Where Seat Food Is Perfectly Serled.
All Fuhon Service Clubs Meet Here.
Arm 24 -Hours a Day
.
(Lion—Kelly Loire)
Would You Like to Leave Your
Family An Income for Life?
See Our Representative
We Write•••• al= .1=1.1 IMMI MM.
ORDINARY and INDUSTRIAL
Life & Casualty Insurance Co.
of Tennessee
011ie. Over Evans Drug Store
H. N. HANCOCK, Supt.
M. E. OSBOIIINE, Agent
Compliments of
FRY'S SHOE STORE
RED GOOSE SHOES
220 Lake Street
Compliments of
BROKEN
DOLLAR
GROCERY
200 Church Street
COUNTY AGENTS NOTES
Sheep
A sheep meeting under the direc-
tion of Dr. T. P. Polk, Field Veter-
inary from the University of Ken-
tucky and County Agent S. V. Foy
was held at Cayce High school Wed-
nesday afternoon. Twenty sheep
raisers of the county attended the
meeting and held a splendid dis-
cussion of the common diseases of
sheep. Dr. Polk says 90 percent of
our sheep trouble can be prevented
and that it is easier and more eco-
nomical ,to prelim-It the diseases
than it is to cure
Dr. Polk states that Twenty per-
cent of the sheep that are brought
to the department of animal patho-
logy at the Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station for examina-
tion have pregnancy disease. Par-
antes and footrot are the only
conditions that cause a greater
economic loss to the sheep indus-
try. •
Pregnancy disease occurs in De-
cember, January, February and
March. The largest losses usually
occur in January and February.
The loss varies from 5 to 25 percent
of the affected flock.
Pregnancy disease I acetonemia)
is not infectious or contagious, but
develops as a result of poor feed-
ing. In fact this disease can be pre-
duced experimentally by starving
the animals. Many ewes are in
poor physical condition at breed-
ing time. If such ewes are not fed
so as to gain 20 to 30 pounds in
weight, frotri breeding to lambing
time. pregnancy disease may de-
velop. —
Prevention of pregnancy
depends on the selection o
vigorous evtes as breeders,
feeding and the control of stom
worms and other yarasites. Prey
disease
f good,
good
ach
n-
Compliments of
BUCK'S
Billiard Parlor
Compliments of
SMOKE
HOUSE
SERVICE
BARBER
SHOP
CHURCH STREET
The Best For Less
COME IN
tion should. thus begin with the sel-
ection of the animal's that are to
be used as breeders. Early ewe
lambs, that are well developed, well
nourished and have been kept com-
paratively free of parasites should
be selected for replacements. Such
animals have a large reserve of
nutrients in the body and are
more able to withstand the drain
of pregnancy and lactation.
The majority of cases of pre-
gnancy disease occur directly fol-
lowing a sudden drop in the tem-
perature, a cola rain, or a snow
storm At such times the ewes may
be temporarily cut off from free
access to the water supply, green
feed may become unavailable and
shelter may or may not be Pro-
tided This sudden change in me-
thods ai Isedinc and management,
together With exposure and a res-
teicted water supply, may upset
poorly nourished ewes that other-
wise 'MUM not have developed
Pretnaney disease.
Ewes in the first stages of pre-
gnancy disease lag behind the rest
of the flock and refuse to eat or
drink. There may be a tendency to
walk in a c.rcie or to stand with
the bead pr..-ed against some ob-
pect.
As the cc '.ition progresses the
sick anlmaL ..re found lying down
more or let, constantly, grinding
the teeth, trembling and gradu-
ally becoming indifferent to their
surroundings.
Ewes that are In the early stages
of pregnancy disease can some-
times be saved by drenching them
with to ounces of any kind of
molasses diluted with an equal
amount of water. This treatment
should be given two or three times
a day.
Further development of the dis-
ease in a flock can be prevented by
teeding molasses at the rate of
three quarts for each 100 ewes each
day. Mix the molasses With an equal
quantity of hot water, sprinkle over
the feed and thoroughly mix. This
mixture should not be prepared
too long before feeding, since damp
feed may spoil. Slacksctrap molas-
ses is much cheaper than other
kinds.
Mercer County
Bank Looted
Of $18,000.00
Harrodsburg, Ky.. —Discovery of
the thelt of $17,790 in bills of
large denomination from vaults of
the Mercf.r County National Bank
was made known here today by
President James I. Peter.
Examiners ter the Federal
posit Insurbaell Corporation
called in.
President Peter said that when
the hank opened for business
De-
were
Compliments of
discovered that
between closing Erne Wednesday
and opening, "entrance had been
gained in some manner" to its
'vaults and the money taken.
"How entrance was made," he
added, "is not known and the of-
ficers have no clew."
Flanders Fields
Held No Muddier
Than Ordinary
Dallas, Texas., —There wasn't
any more mud in Flanders Fields
than usual when American sol-
diers fought there. It just seemed
like more, says Dr. Edwin J. Foscue
of Southern Methodist University.
Dr. Fescue heard so many as-
sertions that the heavy cannonad-
ing of World War days brought a
deluge, he decided to investigate
scientifically.
Studying climatological data, he
compiled the true story of rainfall
at the Western Front and found:
The four years of the conflict
were not unusually rainy. In fact
the first two years were only?
slightly above normal and the last
two, when the American troops
were in France, were below nor-
E. G. BARBER
Cash Grocery
Plain and Fancy
Groceries
State Line
Compliments of
THE
LEADER
STORE
ma). Hence, the detonation of
high explosives seemingly had no
influence upon the total precipi-
tation.
Building Boom
Is Expected
To Continue
Wathlogton, —Analysts of the
United States Chamber of Com-
merce reported today there is every
likelihood that construction acti-
vity will be maintained for several
years at a rate of $10,000,000.000 to
$12,000,000,000 annually.
They estimated that all construc-
tion for 1939, including mainten-
ance and work relief, would pro-
bably exceed $9,500,000,000. But it
Is unlikely, they added, that the
814,000,000,000 volume attained for
the industry between 1926 and 1928
will be equaled in the immediate
future.
"Pump-Primiag" Out
At tbe same time, In an address
prepared for a construction con-
ference arranged by the chamber,
Clyde Shute, manager of the
statistical department of the F. W.
Dodge Corporation. said "pump-
priming" projects appear to be
icing out of fashion.
It begins' to look, he said, as
It local public Improvements will
have to depend t'more on local
prceperity and municipal sol-
vency than on Federal gen-
erosity."
Compliments of
SOUTH
FULTON
Billiard Hall
State Line "
Compliments of
WESTERN
AUTO
ASSOCIATE *
STORE ,
tal
— — — — $2.98
Part Wool Blankets, Heavy Weight
$2.00 values
66x80 — $1A9
Here is another bargain in Blankets.
China Cotton Blankets. Double Extra Heavy
Double
72x84
7,574' mcn.4v,i;;;.:1*
• garaAl anIPERMAL
N. IL (t100i) WEAVER, soctim elk/oil—oh** 511
MI
BIRTHDAY PARTY FOR I night were Ruth Ellen Valentine,
LITTLE SIDNEY BARB I Mary Nell Buchanan, Mary Lan-
Sidne) Bard, son of Mr. and Mrs.ienster, Edith Gambill, Cary" Reed,
John E. Bard, was coneilimentedi Elizabeth Valentine, Majory Hick-
on his seventh birthday yesterday man, Edith Ferguson. Margaret
afternoon at the home of his par
-1 
etephens, Dorothy Nanney, Elaine
tnts, Second street, when Mrs. Vaughn, Lucille Allen. Alice Alien,
Hard entertained seven of hie! Ruthelia Ferrell, Martha House,
friends at a party. I Nell Sizzle, Lenteen Williams, Oil-
The children enjeyed games end iie Owen, James Warren. Billy
contests throughout the afternoin Jolley, Geer;e Lancaster. Billy
and prizes were presented to Jerry Johnston, Leon Woodruff, Billy
Dumas, Jean Crocker, and Cath- Valentine, Henry Finch, Kenneth
(Tine Cummings. I Bretrington, Weldon Conner, Ouy
Sidney blew the flames from the Ereolts, R. D. Ferguson, Herbert
candles, burning atop of pretty de- ' Brady, Dayton Sanders, Lewis Al-
corated birthday cake, and Mrs. :en, George Finch, Earl Forsee,
Bard served fruit jell() and cake to I Ralph MeNatt, Blanche Howard,
the following: ! Serail Pickle, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
1Sidney, Catherine Cummings, Etephens, Joe Stephens, Opal
Jean Crocker. Jerry Dumas. Sae Leneviter, Helen Nelson, Elsie Bre-
EAU ley, Rebecca Faye Hardin.
Lean Crutchfield, and Don Collins. Cravens.
• * • :
EMPLOYES ENTERTAINED • • •
Riad Browder entertained the stftiry rwarr rtm
imployes of the local Coca-Cola IN Ril!alEAR MEETING
plant at an oyster supper Wednes- The Jolley Eight Sewing Club,
day evening at his home. Those which hokis its meetings on Thurs
present were H. E. Sanford, Mb day afternuens. met Tuesday after-
Liz-aal. John t)ivls, George Moore. noon with Mrs. Roy McClellan at
Harold Howard. Hermen Drewry, her home on Eddings street. Six
Robert Batts. and Jantor'Omar regular members wree present
+ • +
. 
Se' Lig an:1 conversation were
sUNISEASI RAND IN tiijoyed and the club prize was 
1_,..ecenterl to Mrs. Guy Haney SheMEETING TIM WEEK \
The Senbe.im Band of tie! First, reCeived a pair of potted cactus
BaptieL Church met Monday after- ;P•alliS•
Mr.:. McClellan served a salad
mein at the home of Miss Virginia! 
Ann Abell on Mortis street and plate to her guests.'
: The next meeting et this dubOmen regular members attended
with one new meinbte*, Bobby Coe will be held two weeks from today,
Eeeember 7, with Mrs. B. F. /1111!ins.
The meeting opened with p7 ayer : at her home on West street.
by Mi*.s Virginia Abell and reports. • • *
r.err taken by Miss Phyllis Ham-;
ehrev. A trio. composed of Mini Cl CE CLUB MEETS THVPSDAT
Phyllis Humphreys, Miss Virginia i The South Fulton High Glee
Abell. and Miss Betty Jane l'orrerC i Club wi'l meet Thursday liternoon
saw. 'Me scripture was read hy.sit Miss Lowe's Studio, at 1:15. Miss
Miss Joan Hutchins and the pro- I 1,4fCie is beginning .nructiee for a
pram l vas rendered by the leader, Christmas Proirrun.
Mrs. Leon Hutchins. 1
wer. Mary B. Jones, Mrs. W H.
• • •
Officers elected for the comitw CROCMS-CBAIG
year were Miss Virginia Ann Abell, CLFEIKONY JAN. 29.
president: Miss Betty Jane Forrest,; Mrs. Ida E. Craig of Polk. Tenn..
eice-presiamt: Miss John Hut- enncunces the marriage of her
t ins. secretary, Miss Phyllis Hum- daughter, Ruth. to Bill Grooms, son
p reys. treasurer: Byron Potharn. oi Mrs. Annie Grooms of Union
historian: James Hibbs and Mos City, Route 2. The temple c:ere-
Linda Sue Sams, membershin corn- rnony was said in the home of the
eaktlev. officiating Esquire 8, A._ McDade,
At the conclu.sion of the election East State Line, on January 29,
the meeting adjourned and during 1939.
the social hour refreshments were This wedding is of much interest
served by the heste.z. to the couple's many friends
• • • 
throughout the country.
ATTFNIIIED GAME The groom is employed by E. H.
IN SILMrinE Harrison. contractor. Unkin City,
Those attendine the Saath Fut- and Mrs. Grooms is a student at
toe -ffulti,rt West-lidemtVi,: foot-, litaughcn's E witness College in
ban game in Memph;.,1 Tuesday Faducah, Kentucky. •
• CILUILUI TIMM NW
THANIUKOVING
Charlie Thomas, • student at
Holmes Junior College in Good-
man. Mississippi, has arrived in
Fulton to spend the Thanksgiving
oholidays with friends. He will be
AMMO.
FULTONICECOMPANY
Cold Alone Is Not Enough
Ice Manufacturers and Dealers for
Air Conditioned Refrigerators.
Winter Driving
MOTOR REBUILDING
RADIATOR REPAIRING
New and Ned Atm' Putts
Jones Auto Parts Comp
the house guest of K. P. Dalton, Jr.,
Ncrman street.
+6+
annarts MOVE TO
NEW HOME TODAY
Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Bennett
are moving today from 709 Arch
street to the new home, recent,y
completed, on Green street
• • •
BEADLES GO TO
FLORIDA TODAY .
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. beadles left
Fulton this morning for Lakeland,
Florida where they will spend the
ht.ildays. They will visit their
daughter, Mrs. Ralph Penn and Mr
Penn, and their liOn Bill Beadles
4
HOME FOIE
TEIANKEGIIIING
Mtn Rebecca Hoak, who is at-
tending school at Southern Illinois
Normal, Carbondale, is teyending
Lite Thanksgiving holidius with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wins-
ton, on Green street.
• • •
PERSONA'S
DO YOUR shopping early this
year. Our stare is ready for Christ-
mall shoppers. HALDRIDGES
Store. Adv. 278-8t
Th. graft I Business
By C. S. Johnston
De4N1/4 gri assisess
1 .respondence
Schools
r
ERN are many rules in evtry
osiness which new employes
will do well to obseree. Frtgpeaitly,
these rules are unwritten and even
unspoken, yet their observance
plays • highly imporUint part iu de-
termining the progress of the in-
dividual employe. The unwritten
laws of a Arm often relate to per.
sona I conduct and appearance.
There are certain things "that one
dove not do," eves Muss "that one
does not wear." TIN newcomer in
a business should be quick to learn
these rules and to conform to them.
Often the ability to conform to
rules that are not of importance
in themselves is one of the tests
by which the worthwhilenesa of
the youthful employe is judged.
• • •
The importance of being friendly
and helpful in all your business
contacts cannot be too much stress-
ed. The reputation of a business
depends largely on what its cus-
tomers think about the helpfulness
of Its employes. The young em-
ploye, however. has not completed
his job when he has made a favor-
able Impression on each of his em-
player's customers as he meets.
Being friendly and' helpful to one's
fellow employes and even to one's
superiors Is equally important. The
young employe often asks — How
can I be helpful to my superior?
The answer ta—By doing your job
so well that it requires little super-
vision, by relieving the superior of
some of the details of his work,
and above all by avoiding getting
on the nerves of the superior.
aamsami._.,-__-...,...--..„.....
Mrs W. li Wooten and little McDade on West State Line.
daughters, Katherine and Ann. and Mrs. C. A. Wright is visiting her
Mrs. Spud Edwards and litt'e ' brother, Vester Freeman and Mrs.
daughter, Rebecca of Monford, i Freeman on Third street.
Term. are visiting their parents, I Mrs. C. J. Barkdull of Chicago is
Mr. and Mrs. George Hall in High- i the guest of Mr. frzd Mrs. L. S.
lands. 
'Phillips on Maiden street.
arrarrirut, hand-torn French i E W Short of Louisville was a
folder Christmas greetings. 12 in a:business visitor he,e today.
box, $1.00 flee them and other as- I BEAUTIFUL IMPORTED RUGS.
sortments in boxes at SCOTT'S be-1 ...inn patterns and s,zes. Also Orien-
fore buying elsewhere. Adv. 7.80-lel tal novelties. Alex Nollel. Adv.
Mr. and Mrs. V. B Telford are I 280-8t.
spending today in Centralia, Ill. ' R. E. Goldsby entered the Eye,
THE RYTEX personal Christmas Ear, Nose and Throat Hospital in
card album is now on display at Memphis yesterday frt• an opera-
SCOTT'S 50 for $1 00 Ask to see lion on his eyes
them. Adv 280-1t. ,
ANNUAL THANKSGIVING bene-
Mrs. C. H. Smith went lo Anna.
yesterdas. fit bridge party at 
Woman's Club
SANTA CLAUS I coming to our 'Tuesday November
 28, 230 n. m.
S 
store December 1, and already you Ticket's 35c. Tu
rkey. door prize.
will find many pleasing Christmas 281-3t., Adv•
suggestions. Baldridge's. Ade.'
278-8t.
Miss Mary Evelyn Cheniac of
Mounds. Illinois will arrive here!
this week-end to visit Miss Patsy'
Luth McClellan. daughter of Mel
and Mrs Roy McClellan. Eddings:
she I !.
THE EARLY shopper always get
the pick of offerings: Be wise thls
',hopping early. BALDR I DOE 8.
year and start your Christmas
Adv. 278-6t.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Helew and
son. Donald. cf Detroit. Michigan
are here for a visit with the for-
tecris brother, R. M. 13elew, and
Mrs. Eriew on Vine street.
THANKSGIVING cards for every-
one, whether you observe the "
23rd. or 30th, at SCOTT'S. Adv
27D-5t.
Miss Kathryn Taylor, who is
rinp'oyed in the City Schoohi at
Cartithersville, Mo., arrived last
righ'. to spend the holiday; with
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lynn,
, Taylor on Cleveland Aveniir
FOR BALE: 11-gauge shotgun!
Call 391-J. B.,P. Moon. Adv. 281-31.i
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Baird and,
son, Danny, of Pickwick Dam are
the guests of Mi. and Mrs. M. L.I
- r--
11111M... are."Www.-
Prompt Service, Reason-
able Rates makes us the
largest insurers of
automobiles in
Kentucky
Automls Mutual Irevrance Ca
Colvalsa Ohio
P. R. BINFORD, Agent
Read The
Paducah Sun-Detnoerut
Delirered
Daily and Sunday
In Fulton 15 cents
per week
FRANK HATT, .
Agent
PHONE 779
r=ir-Aillariicwt==1
PNEUMONIA
may result lions
etetitity
-
Worn to
It gins the finest rombinuoiln
of power, acceleration, driving
ease, riding ease, dependubi!ity
and economy to be found in
any low-priced car!
MEININNIM.
The Special De Lem Spare
Chevrolet for '40 has hair-trigger getaway!
Its Super-Silent Valve-in-Head F.ngisis us-
able* you to accelerate from 5 to 25 miles Vat
hour with almost unbelievable speed! Its
Exclusive N acuum-Power Shift gives ea exclu-
sive kind of handling ease—Its Perfected
Hydraulic Brakes the very highest dgi'.eof
safety! And in the combinations of ail times
factors—in over-all petforrisance with oPer-SII
economy—the motor world just doesn't hold
Its equal! Eye it ... Try It... Buy it... and
amrince yourself, "thevrotet's FIRST Agate!"
ILS-K.P. vain. $ 659
1111.16All 11171
AND UP. *at Flint. .14‘chifieis. Tasuresertallidera Smiled ers
roil rater. nate and local tears (a eery). spoiloseed ego*
awn+ and acressontre—estra. Pricer subject re champ
without nonce. Ilistrenwr ewarele-.•xtra an Master
Series. 4 General Meters Knew.
"Chevrolet's FIRST Attie
CITY MOTOR COMPANY
Lake Street — Fulton Ky.
elalgjillatswewwwww.s.
THE NEW FORD TRACTOR THAT
YOU HAVE HEARD SO MUCH 1
ABOUT IS NOW ON DISPLAY AT
OUR SHOWROOMS
sEE IT TODAY
(Incoroprote4)
HIGHWAY No. 45
Lions Club —Continual
, keeleetusasea Veen rage-1)
chine, Rudd, Meacham; Publicity.
Davies chrm., Reeves, Putnam,
Voelpel.
Activities committees: Sight
Con.* and Blind Work, Pntnam,
chrete, Meacham, Ray; Boys and
Girls Work, Whitnel, chrm.. Mc-
Dade, Reeves; Citizenship and
Patriotism, Kasnow, c h rm Lowe.
Taylor; Civic Improvement, Fall,
chrtp., 'Kiley, Hancock; Commu-
nity Betterment, Melton, chrm.,
Meeks, Cohn; Education, Cravens,
chem., Walker, Own; Health and
welfare, D. L. Jones, chrm.. Butts,
Taylor; Safety, Dalton, chrm.,
Kasnow, J. L. Jones.
Past presidents of the local Liens
club are Harry Murphy, 1924;
Vodle Hardin, 1925: Vodie Hardin,
1926; E. c. Hardesty, 192/: Smith
Atkins, 1928; Lewis Weeks, 1929;
Law‘ori Roper. 1930; Dudley Smith,
1931; Frank Beadles, 1932; Steve
Wile), 1933; Hoyt Moore, 1934; J.
E. Hannephin, 1935; W. C. Graham.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Brown and
daughter, Maryiene, spent Bunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Alzo Hicks.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Oliver and
daughter, Marion Lee, spent Sun-
day with Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Thompson.
The Mt. Zion Missionary Society
met Saturday night at the church.
Due to the illness of Mrs. A. W.
Fite and the Condition of the wea-
Own this car that
cuts your cost of
Into 217.
car success
im 10 years!
Over 50,000 delighted Studebaker
Champion owners have convincingly
proved that this goodlooking, restful-
' riding, super-safe team mate of
Studebaker's Commander and Presi-
dent is 10c,',, to 255 more saving of
gas than any other leading lowest
price car. Come in and see how com-
pletely this distinctive, thrifty, low-
priced, 6-cylinder Studebaker sells
itself to you in a trial drive. Low
down payment —easy C I.T. terms.
PUI( LS
III CiN
660
o•
tu, tof y
So ,t." lend
BOB WHITE MOTOR CO.
‘xv: •
7t-
•
- - - SERVE - -
SWIFT'S
ICE CREAM
for all occasions
Order Special Thanksgiving Ice
Cream From Your SWIFTS Ice
Cream Dealer.
•
ther, the meeting was postponed
until next month.
Mr. John Robey is still improy-
lug.
Rev. C. C. Clemens and family
spent Saturday night with Mr. mut
Mrs. Johnnie Stephens.
A big crowd is expected to come
to Beelerton Saturday night, Nov-
ember 25, to see the Tooms Bro-
thers in person. Come out and en-
joy an hour and one half of good
singing and fiddling, sponsored by
the Beelerton Homemakers.
Mrs. Lon Morgan has been con-
ugg, , n n.
Mrs. Laura Fortner of Fulton has
returned to her home after apend-
ing a few days with her daughter,
Mrs Hiram Bush.
The Union Ladies' Aid and !Ms-
imiary Society met Wednesday at
the home of Mrs. J B. Inman.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Maleelm Inman were Mr. and Mrs
Cecil Buinette. Mr. Claude Matting- I
ly, Mrs. Lucy Burnette, Mr. and
!Mr,. J. B. Inman, Miss Myrtle Bur-
net te, and Miss Jeanette Inman.
Rev. Hubert Covington filled his
regular appointment at Union
Church Sunday and was the din-
ner guest of Mr. and Mrs Elbert
Bondurant and family.
Paschall Graddy of near Free- '
mont, Tenn., spent Sunday night
and Monday with Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Graddy and family.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Sugg, Sr., were
the dinner guests Saturday of Mr., — - -
1delrs. J. CS Jr.Fulto
Cayce News
Mrs. Herschel! Williams and
children of Columbus. Kentucky
spent the week-end with Mrs. Neal
Seearce and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Adams
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
A. Simpson.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Cruce of
Cope. Tennessee spent the Kteelea
end with Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Allen and
baby of Fulton visited Mr. and
Mn. Arthur Alleri Friday after-
1i noon and attended talent night
' program at the school building.
Miss Dorothy Wade spent Mon-
clay night with Mies Imogene Wade.
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey and children,
Cloys and Charlene, of Campbell.
Missouri and Mr. and Mrs. Buren
Bailey of Caruthersville, Missouri
, :pent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. CloYce.
1 Mrs. E. C. Brooks and daughter,
Shelley Kay. of St. Wes Missouri
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Mansfield. ...
S. F. P.-T. A.
Completes W. P. A.
Kitchen For Poor
The Parents-Teachers Associa-
tion of South Fulton has just com-
pleted a modern, up-to-date, W. P.
A. kitchen at the school grounds
which will be used for the purpose
of feeding underprivileged children
and all other school children who
wish to buy their meals there for
the help of the kitchen's support,
and this kitchen will have lts for-
mal opening Saturday afternoon in
the form of a silver tea. The public
is cordially invited to attend be-
tween the hours of two to five
o'clock.
The women of the South Fulton
P.-T. A.. with Mrs Leon Hutchins
serving as president, are to be
highly praised on their work and
this project is the highlight of
their activities. The kitchen is a
frame structure built in connec-
tion with the gimnasium, running
the entire width of the gymn. and
Is built in regular restaurant, style
with the tables placed along the
side. The spacious building will
accomodate three hundred or more
children. Food supplies for the
meals each day will be furnished
by W P. A. but the building was
built and all equipment purchased
by the P.-T. A. The kitchen will
feed the poor children and others
who wish to contribute daily to the
1938; Dr. J. L. Jones, 1937, A. G.
baldridge, 1938; Russell Rudd,
1939.
Mt. Zion News
Margaret Gardiner spent' the
week-end in Fulton with her grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Jones.
Mrs. Arthur Fite is still unim-
proved.
Messrs. Bore Fite, Gene Fite, Paul
Fite, James Fite. and Mrs. Rupert
Phelps of Detroit, Michigan are
attending the bedside of their fined to her home with a severe
mother, Mrs. Arthur Fite, in the cold. Chicago, —The United states
Mayfield Hospital. Harold Gardiner spent Tuesday District Court held the Fair Labor
eight with Kenneth and Daniel 'Standards Act of 1938 constitutio-
nal today in a decision which said
Congress had the power to prescribe
minimum wages for the protection
of the health and good order of
tociety.
Ruling in a cast involving
Montgomery Ward & Company
Judge William H. Holly declared
"Certainly it cannot be main-
Lahr now that Congress may
not, in the interests of the gen-
eral welfare of the country, pro
Court Rules
Wage-Hour Act
Constitutional
i Gardiner.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Neeley are
moving to Water Valley this week.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Underwood are
moving to their place.
The Water Valley Sewing Club
met with Mrs. Ray Miller Thurs-
day with a good attendance of
members.
Mrs. Bennie Felts spent Monday
With Mrs. Jessie Gardiner.
Mrs. and Mrs. Guy Brown and
Mr. and ,Mrs GeOrge-Chirdlicrt -
sited Mr. and Mrs. Willard Thomp-
son Sunday night.
Lodgeston News
Monigomerl, Ward Loses
Fight On Labor
Law
'lilbit OW-thipmerit-trulnterstate
commerce of the products of un-
derpaid and sweated labor."
Alex Eason, regional attorney for
the Wage and Hour Administration
here. said Judge Holly's decision
wa.s the first broad interpretation
of the law made by the Federal
courts.
Firm Refuses Records
It arose from the refusal of
Montgomery Ward to produce
certain records desired by the
Wage and Hour Administration in
an investigation of conditions at
the company'e Kansas City branch.
I fund and will be served for the
I price of one nickel, with meals
consisting of all nourishing foods
for growing children.
The approximate cost of the
building was made this morning
by Mrs. Hutchins at $350.00, while
over $100.00 has been spent by the
P.-T. A. for equipment. The follow-
ing have made contributions to the
purpose and the women are grate-
ful kir the support of Fulton's
business houses and individuals;
Lions Club, $10.00; C. D. Jones &
Son,$.00; Browder Milling Com-
pany, $10.00. W. E. Sparks, $1.00;
0. K. Laundry, $2.00; M. I. Boulton,
50c; Hugh Smith, (Coca-Cola), $25.-
60; Earle & Taylor, $2.00; George
Dodd, 50c; Dallas Poultry House,
UM; Joe bavis Cotton Gin), $1.00
Gus Bard (City Coal _Com,pany ,
$1.00; Pepsi Cola. $1.25; Dr. R. V.
Putnam, $2.00; L. Kasnow, $1.00;
Jan Lowe,,$4.00; Ira Little, $1.00;
Mrs. Abe 'Jolley, .51.00; Mr. and
Mrs. WalWe-74401`111,-- $5.00; Jones
Auto Parts, $10.00; and Mrs. C. B.
Roach $1.00;
The lad,ies ail. also very appre-
ciative to the men who have contri-
buted labor in assisting in the buil-
ding of the kitchen, as well as the
above named contributors.
Gay Movie Features
Ted Weems & Rand
The "Master of Novelty Tunes",
Ted Weems, and his famous or-
chestra add another milestone in
their fifteen-year career of the
noted musical figure when they
make their screen debut in Univer-
sal's youthful romance, "Swing
Sister, Swing," today and Friday at
the Orpheum Theatre.
Weems jumped from obscurity
behind a trombone to national
fame when he formed his own band
In 1923. His outstanding contribu-
tions to popular music were recog-
nized when he was listed in
"Biographies of Great Men." He is
the only maestro to receive this
honor.
Ken Murray, Johnny Downs,
Kathryn Kane Eddie Quillan, Er-
nest Truex, Edna Sedwick and
Nana Bryant have featured roles
in the picture, which was directed
by Joseph Bentley. New music and
Whirlwind dancing highlight the
story of a small-town trio's rise to
fame wit htheir swing dance crea-
tion, the "Baltimore Bubble"
Juniors Will
Sponsor Game
The South Fulton Junior Clue
will Play Welch High School rues-
day November 2S, in the
South Fulton High Gym. in basket-
ball.night
The Junior Class Is sponnerinfg
this game, and all the players will'
be taken from thLsclass, they are
to.„.all egvooderyoprospeene. is for the South
euiton first team this year.
come, Admission will be 10 cents
in& game end we invite you all to
We expect this to be an 
interest-
1
The cheer-leaders Till be out in
their new out-fit of white
64.
—Now Playing—
NICK STUART
"Hit Parade of Music"
75c Cover Except Sat,
$I Saturday Nite Only
Never a Cover Charge
For Dinner Guests
Famous Dinners from $1
MEMPHIS, TENN.
'HOTEL CLARIDGE.
,
FRESH DONUTS DAILY
•
SANDWICHES and
COLD DRINKS
•
MACK'S DONUT SHOP
321 East State Line
To Advertise InThe Daily Loader Pays
Presenting--
Prices Hard to Beat
Choice Hand Picked
NAVY BEANS
10 lbs. 39c
1 Hampton's Soda
CRACKERS
2 Pound 1.4c
Box
PEANUT BUTTER SULT AN 2 pound jar 20c
IONA TOMATO JUICE 2 - - 1 cans 29c
LOG CABIN SYRUP - - - - tin 19e
SYRUP BOB WHITEBLUE LABEL
BLACK PEPPER - - -
WHITEHOUSE EVAP. MILK -
CHEESE MACON=CREAM
5 pound pail 25c
- pound 10c
6 tall cans 37c
Pound 20e
CRANBERRY SAUCE - - - - - 2 cans 25e
PECANS or ENGLISH WALNUTS - - - lb.-19c
FRUIT CAKE JANE PARKER1-Lb.  25c 2 Lb. size 49c5-Lb. 99c
A & P PUMPKIN No. 2i - - — 3 cans 25c
IONA TOMATO SOUP - - - 6 cans 25c
BOKAR COFFEE
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE -
A 8r P BREAD 10-oz.  
OYSTERS
VIGOROUS
AND
WINNER
MEN
FRESH
EXTRA STANDARD
Pound 21c
3-11). hag 39c
3 loaves 23c
Pint 20c
PANCAKE FLOUR-Sunnyfield - - pkg. 5c
PURE HOG LARD _ _ _ - 2-lb. pkg. 17c
ROLLED OATS SUNNY-FIELD 5 Pound Box 19e
SUNNYFIELD FLOUR-plain - - - 65e
UNPITTED DATES  2-lb. pkg. 23c
Bananas, firm ripe, lb. - Sc
Celery, stalk
Oranges, dozen - - - 10c
Lettuce, large size - - - 10c
Apples, delicious, box, lb 5c
Grapefruit, seedless, 3- we
Carrots, bunch Sc
MINN =Mb
Ducklings, frh. killed lb 19c
Beef Roast choice ck. lb 1%
P. Sausage, pure, 2 lbs. 25c
Oysters, extra std. pt. - 20c
Hamburger, pound--- 15c
Bacon, sld, rindless, lb. 19c
Turkeys, pound - - - - 2.5c
FOOD AP STORES
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